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1

Syria

TheMiddle East, it was always the hot, sandy, stupidMiddle East.

Why couldn’t we fight the natives from Fiji sometime? But in

reality, I guess it never really mattered. When Uncle Sam points

Marines in any direction, he always makes it hell.

Bullets snapped and whizzed overhead or smashed into the

boulder the rest of my fire team hid behind. Beckett and Salazar

were firing back with the last of the ammo. At least Salazar

was somehow able to salvage the mini gun from the smoking

wreckage of the Huey. It was going to be our ride out of there

before an RPG took it down. The gun buzzed sending rounds at

the damn ISIS that wanted to advance on our position. Johnson’s

dead body lay next to me. I just sat there with my hand on his

head looking out at the blue sea as my leg bled out.

That’s the second time I saw her pop out of the ocean.

The first time was two days before. We were floating on the

24th Marine Expeditionary Unit or MEU when the new terror

group ISIS threatened to takeAleppo. Someof themevenpushed

to the sea and captured the Al-Beida Port. No one will ever talk

about it. The whole blunder was buried in the press. As soon

as we got home, they parked the brass in charge behind a desk
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ZETA REPORT

somewhere in the Pentagon. I bet nobody in Washington would

ever want to admit how far ISIS really got. Everyone thought

they were suddenly invincible. The Iraqi army, the Shia Militias,

and Kurds lost half of Iraq with barely a fight. I don’t think it

ever really mattered where they were or what city they sacked.

Our new enemy was flexible, only looking for chaos.

One of my buddies, Salazar, and I were down in the open rear

ramp of the USS Iwo Jima. We were inspecting our zodiacs when

she arrived. Out of nowhere our commanding officer, the ship’s

skipper, and the fleet admiral marched next to us. The two navy

officers were in their blue digital uniforms while our CO wore

desert digitals like us. They walked to the edge of the ramp with

about five duty SPs. Our CO didn’t seem happy. He stood like a

pillar with scowl on his leathered face.

“Marines,” he shouted at Salazar and I. We ran over to the

party standing at attention. We reconMarines don’t usually care

for rank but when the fleet admiral, the skipper, and the MEU

CO are in front of you; it isn’t the time to tell them where to put

their brass rank insignia.

“Take your zodiac out about forty meters and wait for some

visitors,” he ordered. His blue eyes glared at us.

“Aye sir,” I acknowledged.

With help from the SPs we carried our rubber inflatable boat

into the water. Salazar dropped the big engine into the water

and the propeller whirred to life. We slowly floated out to where

the CO ordered us.

I walked around the craft looking into the water for any sign of

guests. I expected to see bubbles announcing their arrival. As I

watched the water, two faces popped up without taking a breath.

They reached out their hands for me to pull them in. The first

was a small soldier dripping water wearing a pack almost as large
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as him. A black rifle looped around his neck on a tactical sling.

He had a pistol strapped to his leg. I pulled in another large

soldier, but he didn’t have any other gear than a tactical vest

and pistol on his thigh. He was about six feet with a barrel chest,

a dark beard, and buzzed head. I thought it odd that both were

barefoot. At first I assumed some SEALs or something showing

up to steal another mission from us. The camouflage they wore

wasn’t American. It was more like the desert tan tiger stripe

of the Greeks. I looked at their shoulders for some clue about

who they were. They didn’t have a flag patched on, but special

operators rarely do. When they were secure, the little one pulled

boots out of the pack. Salazar shot us back through the water.

As we arrived at the ramp of the ship, Salazar pulled themotor

down lifting the propeller out of the water. Our momentum

skidded us up the ramp. The large man jumped out and shook

the admiral’s hand starting a conversation. They spoke for a few

minutes like they were old friends. Then the man turned and

ran down the ramp jumping into the water leaving his buddy

behind with the officers.

Salazar, the SPs, and I stowed the rubber boat, or zodiac. We

turned around just in time to see the new soldier remove a tan

shemagh wrapped around his face. Only he wasn’t a him, he

was a she. Before I could get a real look at her, the admiral and

the skipper led her away passed all our armored vehicles.

Our CO stood next to us glaring at the naval officers. “You

boys are recon right?” he asked.

“Yes, sir. I’m Lance Corporal Jose Salazar.” Salazar pointed his

thumb atme, “this is Corporal Jim Butler, sir.” Salazar answered

for us.

“Good luck,” he replied as he stormed off. I heard himmutter

something about stupid mercenaries.
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No one in the platoon believed us that some secret mercenary

warrior woman was on board. With so many people stuck so

close together on a tin can, word usually got around fast. It was

odd that nobody outside of Salazar and me had claimed to see

anyone. It’s like we saw a ghost.

It wasn’t until our recon platoon was called to the Iwo’s

briefing room that I was finally vindicated. We stood at the

comfortable red seats usually reserved for pilots. At the front of

the room stood the Admiral, the skipper, our CO, and our platoon

commander. At the end of the line of the officers sat our warrior

woman leaning back in a chair with her arms crossed. Salazar

and I nudged the men around us with big smiles.

“That’s right jackass,” I whispered to Johnson on my left.

“Sit down devil dogs,” our Platoon commander ordered.

The skipper took the podium and the lights dimmed. “Gen-

tlemen,” he began, “at zero three-hundred in two days the

president is removing the muzzle. ISIS will finally face the

United States Marine Corps.”

“OO-RAH!” we shouted in unison.

The skipper continued, “As of thirtyminutes agowe shut down

your coms with the outside world. I will notify the rest of the

battalion when I’m done with you.”

He stepped back. The admiral stepped forward. “Gents, there

has not been a true combat amphibious landing in about seventy

years. You’re battalion will make history here.”

“OO-RAH!” we shouted again.

“Everything hinges on you. You are my eyes and ears in a vital

part of this battle, good luck.” The admiral and the skipper spun

on their heels making their way to the hatch.

“Platoon, atten-shun!” the CO shouted. We jumped to our

feet. “I’m on my way to the rest of the battalion. I’ve always
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expected a lot out of recon, don’t let me down. Go kick ass and

take names!”

“OO-RAH!” we shouted.

The CO walked out the hatch. Our platoon commander, First

Lieutenant Jenkins ordered us to sit and relax. Themerc watched

eachoneof us observingus as she sat in a chair in the front corner

of the briefing room. Having been on ship for months, we only

had bag-nasty navy and Marine chicks to look at. We were all

observing her too. She had long black hair tied back in a ponytail.

One side of her head was buzzed up to the crown of her head.

She wore a combat shirt with tough desert camo sleeves and a

breathable material over her torso. Her pistol was still attached

to her camo pants.

“Damn,” Beckett whispered looking at her. Becket, the

platoon’s only blackmarine andmachine gunner inmy fire team.

Johnson held in a chuckle with a soft snort.

“We’ll get to that later!” shouted the LT. To him it must have

been obvious we were all ogling her.

He held a silver remote control in his hand. With a click, he

turned on the projector hanging from the ceiling. A satellite

map appeared on the white wall behind him.

“This, gents, is Al-Beida Port,” he began. The map displayed

a bay along the sea. It was like a giant C. “It’s just over ten clicks

from the major city of Latakia,” he said as he clicked. The map

zoomed out showing a large city south of our target. He clicked

again zooming back to the target zone.

“ISIS,” he continued. “Wants access to the sea. If they secure

it they will have the ability to import and export. We can’t have

that. So we are taking that access away. CENTCOM wants to

punch them right in the mouth D-Day style. The MEU has two

options, we are going to land either directly at Al-Beida, or” he
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zoomed out again, “Ibn Hani.” The LT zoomed in on a different

beach. “We are tasked with making that decision. Satellite

and drone reconnaissance hasn’t been enough to show us their

forces. ISIS has taken the port and melded into the population.

Top brass doesn’t want to take Al-Beida head on unless we know

it is filled with ISIS fighters. If it is then we’ll throw a right. If it

isn’t, the battalion will land at Ibn Hani and push up taking it

from the south like a right hook.”

“Tonight at zero one hundred we insert in this...uh...finger

looking bay thing,” he said pointing with a laser at a small patch

of blue just south of the port.

“Finger?” whispered Johnson, “I’d say that looks more like

a—”

“First squadwill land first,” the LT continued. “I’ll push north

with you. We need to secure this villa building here. Once

it’s secure the rest of the platoon will move in. We’ll push

north securing listening and observation posts. We’ll observe

all day on their positions, weapons, and force sizes. I’ll discuss

more with your squad leaders after this meeting. Are there any

questions?

I raised my hand. “Sir, what are the expected forces in the

port?”

“I’m sorry I didn’t mention that, thank you Butler. After ISIS

threatened Aleppo, drones observed what was estimated as a

battalion-sized element move into the area and started digging

in. Now everything looks normal. We need to watch them to see

who’s there. We expect they have the ability to be reinforced up

to a thousand if things go south.”

Someone whistled.

“That’s why we have to get solid intel on what the battalion

will face. You’ve all seen their videos right?”
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“Yes, sir.” we replied.

“Only thirty thousand men are holding the world’s attention.

The politicians are afraid of them inspiring mass killings in

Europe,”his face turned to stone, “andathome. Thebest tactical

landing place is Ibn Hani, but Al-Beida is where they are. The

world want’s to see someone kick them right in the teeth. Let’s

go make some videos of our own.”

“OO-RAH!” we shouted.

“Platoon Atten-shun!” We jumped to our feet again. “Second

and Third squad, you’re dismissed. First squad stays where you

are.”

The rest of our platoon filed out the hatch while we stood

waiting with confusion.

When the lastman from third squad walked out, the LT walked

over to the hatch slamming it shut. “At ease, gents,” he said

clicking the remote again. We all sat down. The map zoomed in

on the large building we were supposed to secure in themorning.

“There’s a secondary mission, I’m sure you’ve noticed our

guest,” he said. We looked over at the woman. Did we notice

her? Our goofy grins were all the answer he needed. She just

smiled raising two fingers to her forehead and saluted.

“This building is a villa of someone important to someone else

important. Gents, this is Zeta Andue, she’s private security for

that important someone. She has extensive knowledge of this

area and has agreed to guide us...for a favor. Zeta?”

The woman got to her feet, stood at the podium, and nodded.

Man, she was pretty She had no problem capturing our attention.

“Thank you lieutenant,” she said. “Marines, I’m Zeta Andue,”

She spoke in an accent that I couldn’t quite grasp. “I’m,” she

thought a moment, “yes, private security for a very important

family. Extended members of that family live in that villa. I
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have been there and know the property. If you’ll allow me a half

hour I’d like to go over what you’ll find when we get there.”

Her briefing enchanted us with her musical accent. Her I’s

sounded like long E’s. She seemed to trip over her R’s and at

times rolled them. When she would say, with, it sounded like,

weet. Her thin sharp eyebrows moved up and down reiterating

her points. I heard someone in the squad sigh as we testosterone

filled, female deprived warriors watched her walk from one side

of the room to the other going over the plan with the LT.

Her and the LT’s had developed a straightforward plan. We’d

insert by zodiac. Zeta would lead us up to the villa. We’d breach

the building. Then she’d help us identify her people. Some of us

would help them get back to the water. Apparently she’d have

her own team escort the good guys. Her bargain was to return to

help the LT set up the best spots to watch the enemy. We were

to be radio silent until the other squads arrived.

After the LT dismissed us, I went to sleep. At least I tried

to sleep. I staged my gear at my feet ready for action My

fingers were drumming against my chest. I lay in my tiny sleep

compartment running through everything we would have to do.

Each time I caught myself drifting back to the image of Zeta

Andue.

Finally when the ship calmed down in the dead of the night,

the LT walked down our passage. “Last chance for head calls,

everyone suit up and against the bulkhead in twenty minutes.”

I got out of the rack, opened my locker, and looked in the

mirror fixed to the door. My angular face was going to be too

white in the moonlight. I’d give away our position if I didn’t

cover it. I wiped my hand through dark tan grease paint rubbing

it over my face, ears, neck and the sides of my head. I just kept

my hair buzzed to save time and keep lice off my scalp. To finish
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camouflaging my face, I ran three fingers through dark brown

paint and ran them downmy face. The brown stripes would help

break up the color. It even matched my eyes. I kind of hoped

Zeta would notice.

We were all waiting against the bulkhead in the passage. We

painted our faces to match our tan desert cammies, coyote

brown tactical vests, and daypacks. We held our weapons with

anticipation. My trigger finger tapped the top of my trigger

guard. Some of us had plain M-4s while others had a grenade

launcher attached under the barrel of their M-4s. A few had a

SAW, squad automatic weapon, hanging around their shoulders.

Our Kevlar helmets carried our black night vision goggles ready

to drop down and see in the dark. We all had earpieces so we

could talk to each other.

The LT looked down the hall at us. With a nod from him we

followed him through the passages of the ship. In a fewminutes

we were at the rear ramp loading in our zodiac. Second and third

squads were lying against theirs, catcalling us. They would be

waiting for us to send word that they could join the party. Zeta

stood by the MEU CO in her own tactical gear. Her face and the

buzzed side of her head painted in brown and light tan like her

uniform. A solid tan boonie cover was in her hand ready to top

her black hair, still tied back in a ponytail.

“Butler,” the CO grabbed my shoulder. “You babysit Zeta.

Anything happens to her, you answer directly to the fleet

admiral,” he said. “Ms. Andue, Corporal Butler is going to be

your shadow.”

Zeta just lifted her eyebrows.

I nodded to her as I followed her onto the boat. We lined the

edge of the boat clutching to the rope that would keep us in. I

pushed Zeta safely in the center of the boat. Salazar backed our
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rubber boat out. He mashed motor to one side shooting us into

the black night.

The only light was a crescent moon. The lack of a breeze made

it look like we were gliding over stars. Sea spray splattered up as

the tip of the zodiac crashed against the few waves there were.

Wind tingled against my face. I couldn’t help but smile with that

pre-combat rush. I looked over at Zeta smiling too.

As we approached the shore, Salazar killed the motor. We

pulled out paddles silently dipping them in and out of the dark

war. We found the small inlet and coasted the rest of the way

to the tip. We all unloaded only making small splashes in the

water.

I grabbed Zeta’s hand and placed it on my shoulder as my

fire team gathered. I nodded to pull our NVGs down. The world

turned green. Zeta just flopped onher boonie cover. Wehunched

closely as the LT walked from each of our three groups of four. I

saw the LT point his hand forward. My fire teammoved in the

direction he pointed. With Zeta right behind me she whispered

in my ear which direction I should take. The squad followed. I

looked straight ahead letting Zeta direct me.

Zeta tugged me backwards as we approached a tree and a row

of bushes. I raised a fist signaling the squad to halt. I extended

my arm and patted down, signaling everyone to kneel when she

tugged on my pack. The LT walked forward to kneel next to Zeta

and me.

“The building is right in front of us,” she said. “We’re almost

directly in front of that balcony where you wanted to breach.”

“Nothing like the high ground,” he said. He signaled down the

line. Smith and Garcia slowly walked forward. Without making

a sound, Smith took off the black backpack he wore. He pulled

out a block of aluminum. Garcia grabbed part of it. They both
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shot forward kicking up sand. Suddenly Smith stopped, Garcia

continued, and the block extended to become ladder. Garcia

kneeled, ramming the feet of the ladder into the ground. Smith

walked it up, catching it before it slammed into the wall.

“Cool,” Zeta whispered as she squeezed my shoulder.

The LT signaled again. The other fire teams rushed forward.

They scaled up the ladder, disappearing into the room of the

balcony.

“Zeta’s going to tell you and your fire team where to go. We’ll

clear the rest of the house,” the LT said. He followed the rest of

the squad.

The four of us, Salazar, Johnson, Beckett, and I looked at Zeta.

The moon reflected off the whites of her eyes. Even with the

paint she had on her face, and in a fuzzy world of green, she

looked pretty.

She whispered, “On the other side of the building there's a

door that leads to the basement. My intel says the family is down

there. Ready?”

I doubt she could see it when all our heads nodded. I stood

up to advance with Zeta holding onto my daypack. We rushed

in a stack toward the building. Each man pointing in different

directions to protect the other. When we reached the closest

corner of the villa Zeta yanked down hard on my pack cursing.

“They know we’re here,” she whispered.

“How?” I asked.

“I just—” an explosion out of the second story window above

us cut her off. Window frames, glass, and dust showered down

on us. The radio screeched in our ears. We Marines yanked

the earpieces out of our ears. Something suddenly jammed our

coms.

“Move now!” she shouted.
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She ran ahead of us. We jumped up to follow her around a

corner then down a set of concrete stairs to a wooden door. Zeta

stepped back about to kick at the door, but I stopped her and

turned the handle. Before we breach violently we always try the

knob. I heard a click and door cracked open.

“That’s not good,” she whispered.

“Johnson, check top, I’ll check bottom,” I hissed. We both

snapped out our multi-tools. I probed the dark area around the

door with the plier part. I gently rubbed the bottom of the door

with the too.

“Clear,” said Johnson.

My pliers caught on something with slight tink on a wire. I

reached the pliers down to cut it. We followed Zeta in after she

slowly pushed the door open. I found a grenade duct taped to

the back of the door. The wire I had cut dangled from the pin.

Our NVGs helped us see down the long dark hall we followed

Zeta through. Other than the explosion from above, we couldn’t

tell what happened upstairs. Occasionally we could hear soft

muted footsteps above.

Zeta turned to whisper tome. “They’re in that room at the end

of the hall but there’s something…” she tilted her head then

jumped on me. A blast blew through the wall next to me.

“Go get the family,” I shouted to my team. They jumped over

us and ran down the hall to breach the room. A door I hadn’t

seen before burst open exploding light into the hallway in front

of Zeta and I as we got to our feet. I flipped my goggles up just in

time to see a man with a shotgun rush us. Right before he fired,

Zeta ran at him. She knocked his barrel up with her slender

forearm. The black tube spewed pellets into the ceiling. Zeta

slammed her knee into the man’s stomach. He let out a painful

grunt.
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Another man had turned toward my team. I chased after him.

He yelled when I jumped on his back as he raised an AK at my

friends. His rifle clattered to the cement floor when I smashed

my fist down on his forearm. He turned to try ramming me into

the wall to dislodge me from his back. I grunt, but squeezed

my hands tighter. His hands fought me but I brought my arm

around his throat. Fools call it a sleeper choke, but I had no

intention of him falling asleep. His arms flailed slapping at my

Kevlar. His arms and legs flailed thudding against the wall and

floor. Slowly his flailing turned to spasms until he lay still.

I turned to see the other man swing his fist at Zeta. Both of

their weapons were on the floor. She ducked the punch. My eyes

went wide when she kicked one leg off the wall to propel herself

forward. Thenmy jaw dropped when she superman punched the

guy in the face. He staggered backward holding his hands to his

face. Zeta yelled ramming her shoulder into his gut. The force

of his weight plus Zeta’s push smashed them through the wall.

Kicking at the door to the laundry room they fell into, they

were still fighting. She straddled his chest hammering her fists

down onhis face. With awhistle I pulled outmyKabar knife then

tossed it to her. My jaw fell open when she caught it without

looking. She grunted when she forced it deep into his chest. He

stopped moving when she twisted the knife.

She struggled to get up. Her face grimaced as she walked over

to me. Her hand extended with the knife offering it back to me.

I unstrapped its sheath frommy vest. Since she was the first to

use it for a kill, I figured she could have it.

“Keep it,” I told her.

She took the sheath. “Thanks,” she said snapping it to her

vest. Zeta staggered into the hall.

“Butler, you alright?” Salazar said from down the hall.
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“We’re good,” I said watching Zeta pick up her rifle.

“We have a problem,” Beckett said as wewalked into the room.

I couldn’t believe what I saw. Zeta’s eyes shot wide open.

About twelve teenage girls were all tied to a metal pillar at the

center of the room. They were all in shorts or pants but shivered

and cried since they only wore bras. Each one had some sort of

weird shiny tattoo on their lower backs.

Johnsonhad curled into aball next to thedoorwith tears rolling

down his face. Becket had his back to the girls with his eyes

pinched shut. Salazar stood at the post sawing at the rope with

his Kabar. I watched Zeta run to one of the girls. She began

speaking to her almost babbling.

“What is she saying?” Beckett asked.

“I think it’s Greek?” I replied, remembering our exercise with

the Greek special forces a month prior. “Beck, go down to that

room with the hole in the wall. I think I saw towels and blankets

in there. Let’s cover them up.”

“Right,” he said. Beckett ran down the hall.

“ISIS bastards,” Johnson said following Beckett. I knew he

took it hard because of his two little girls at home. We had all

heard the rumors of the torture and abuse ISIS did to theirwomen

captives.

When Zeta finished speaking she turned to me. “This wasn’t

ISIS.”

“Who was it?” I asked.

“People much worse to people like me.”

When Salazar finished cutting the rope, the girls rushed to

Zeta crying. She spoke to them inwhispers. Beckett and Johnson

returned with sheets, towels, and blankets. They tossed them

to me and Salazar to help pass them out to the girls.

Zeta pulled me aside when I finished wrapping a sheet around
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one of the girls. “Something is very wrong.”

I looked around, “yeah, I’ll say.”

“No, it’s just that I’m from a...different ethnicity from around

here. It looks like my people are being hunted,” she said

clenching her fists and gritting her teeth.

“Butler!” a voice interrupted her. We turned with our rifles

pointing at the door. I felt relieved to see the LT’s appear from

the hall. He walked into the room and his jaw fell open.

“Sir, is everyone okay?” I asked.

He blinked hard to regain his focus. “Yes, everyone’s okay,

Garcia tripped a booby trap butwe got passed before it blew. That

probably brought some un-needed attention our way though, so

I’m aborting the mission. We’ll hold the building while you get

them to Zeta’s people. Flash your infrared when you come back.

Then, cover our withdrawal.”

“Aye, sir.”

“Zeta, I thought there was a family?”

“There was,” she choked.

The LT grunted when he left the room. I nodded to my fire

team to lead the girls down the hall to the door. Zeta followed

our group watching our rear. We dropped our NVGs, turning the

world green again. I backtracked our route looking for the inlet.

My heart started pounding when I watched four figures walk out

of the water. Dropping to a knee I almost started yanking at my

trigger. Zeta’s hand gently pushed my barrel down.

“That’s my team,” she said. Zeta ran forward whispering in

Greek.

She snapped her finger to have the girls all run forward. One

of my eyebrows shot up when they followed Zeta’s people into

the water.

“Where the hell are they going? How are they supposed to
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breathe?” Salazar asked.

“This mission’s weird bro,” Johnson said.

Zeta ran back to us. “Let’s get you out of here,” she said. We

followed her back to the villa.

To the east the sun began lighting the sky from behind rocky

hills. It was still probably an hour before it would rise but bright

enough for us to push our NVGs up. Just as we kneeled in the

bushes that lined the driveway, two trucks rushed up the dirt

road.

“You’re bad guys or ours?” I whispered to Zeta.

She closed her eyes. Then she tilted her head. “Yours, it’s

ISIS,” she said with her eyes closed.

I looked up to see the LT’s face looking through the window

at the balcony. My hands started moving signaling that two

trucks arrived. I pointed at him and signaled to one truck. Then

I pointed at myself and then the other truck. His thumb went up

confirming our ambush. Then he disappeared in the room. My

fire team, with Zeta in tow, slithered through the sand behind

the bushes. We stopped where we anticipated our target would

park.

We heard the thunk of a grenade launcher. The LT’s target

exploded. Shots came pouring from the windows tearing into

the truck. I jumped up yelling, “frag out!” I tossed a grenade

into the cab of the truck. When it blew, we started shooting at

it. I signaled to cease-fire. The only noise that followed was the

popping flames from the cab of the truck.

LT and the rest of the squad cautiously walked out of the house.

I raisedmy thumb letting themknow they were clear. LT nodded.

They ran back to the inlet. We followed behind watching the

road behind us.

We whipped around when we heard an explosion and gunfire.
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We ran with Zeta to find ten black clad fighters shooting at

the squad and at the zodiac. LT was down. So were Smith and

Garcia. Zeta and I fired, providing a distraction. Hall, the squad

leader, and a fire team rushed forward to finish the enemy. The

terrorists screamed as Hall and the others fired into them.

Hall ran to the LT’s radio to call for support and evac. Salazar

cursed as he inspected the burning motor of the zodiac. The

rubber air bladders were quickly deflating. Hall called out, and

pointed to the somewhat flat rocky outcrop above us.

“Evac will get us there!” he shouted. We all ran up from the

tiny beach to the rocky outcrop. Zeta and I carried the LT’s limp

body.

“Mechs on the road,” someone yelled. A large truck led by a

small pickup truck with a long Russian machine gun fixed to the

roof and the bed raced toward us.

“Evac is in four minutes, hold till then!” Hall ordered.

Zeta and I took a position behind a knee-high boulder while

the rest of the squad found stone cover as well. Bullets began

snapping and whizzing through the air.

“Talking guns!” Hall yelled. He opened and closed his hand

like he had a puppet. Our three Squad AutomaticWeapons began

taking turns firing into the enemy’s positions. The rest of us

with rifles picked our targets. We tookour time, slowly squeezing

our triggers when we had someone’s body in our sights.

I couldn’t hear anymore with the sound of our rifles bursting

our eardrums. A shadow appeared over our head signaling that

the helicopters had arrived. The thumping of rotors behind

us vibrated the rocks. The other fire teams grabbed the LT’s,

Smith’s, and Garcia’s bodies. They ran hunched over to the open

door of the gray Huey.

The helo they boarded rose in the air. It was our turn when
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the next one touched down. Zeta and my fire team ran to it. To

one side of the door a mini gun splattered fire. Johnson jumped

through the door but Zeta yanked me back just as a streak of

smoke pounded into the cockpit. She pulledme back and jumped

on top ofme as the tail of the helo-spun overhead. The smoking-

twirling helicopter threw Johnson from the open door. The helo

jumped up. Then we watched it crash down catching fire.

“Keep their heads down,” I shouted at Beckett. He turned back

to the ISIS fighters. With a scream he unleashed the SAW again.

Zeta and I ran to the chopper to pull the crew out. I could feel

the heat from the burning engine throughmy sleeves as I cut the

straps holding the pilots in. We dragged them over the sharp

sea rocks as the other chopper touched back down. We tossed

them in filling the bird passed its capacity.

Hall almost hopped out, but I pushed him back in. I shook

my head. “I hate filling out situation reports!” I yelled. His

eyebrows furrowed at me.“Tell someone to light this place up!”

I yelled in his ear. The door gunner reluctantly signaled to leave.

Zeta and I kneeled watching them disappear.

She looked at me over the roar of the gunfight. She yelled

through the smoke of the burning helo. “I can get you out of

here, don’t go anywhere!”

I looked around lifting my hands signaling that I didn’t know

where else I could go. She turned to run to the edge of the cliff.

When she ran I saw that part of her shirt had torn open. She

had the same type of odd shiny tattoo on her lower back as the

teenage girls we helped her find. I lay on my belly stunned as

she jumped off the outcrop into the sea.

A snap sounded by my ear bringing me back to the fight. I

grabbed Johnson’s body and pulled him to the boulder. Just as I

got close a bullet pounded into my leg. I fell behind the stone
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cover with a gasp. I kneeled up on my good leg to start covering

Salazar when he rant to get minigun from the smoking chopper.

He ran back and forth until he had everything he needed.

I don’t know how much time passed when eventually I col-

lapsed. I couldn’t kneel and shoot anymore. Blood drained from

my thigh. My hands felt too heavy to try to stop the bleeding.

Beckett and Salazar were too busy fighting off the enemy to fix

me. I figured it would be my last sunrise. Unfortunately, it had

to be in the middle east. Why did it have to be the stupid middle

east?

I resignedmyself tomy fate. I slid the rest ofmy fewmagazines

and my rifle to Salazar when the minigun ran out of ammo. I

stroked Johnson’s hair. I imagined Beckett or Salazar having to

face his little girls to tell them about their dad. Then they’d have

to go talk to my dad about me. That is if they could even get out

alive.

The crystal blue Mediterranean reflected small rays of sun like

a bunch of tiny floating shards of glass. That’s when I saw her

again. First her hand in the tan fingerless glove clawed up from

the rocks. She pulled herself up followed by five men dressed

like her. She ran next to me.

“Okay Butler, we’re going to get you out of here. First I have

to stop the bleeding.” She cut open my bloody pants where the

bullet entered with the knife I gave her. Blood leaked out, but

at least it wasn’t squirting. She tore open a small plastic pouch

with her teeth. A powder fell into my bullet hole. Next, she

wrapped some sort of plastic around my leg. With a scream, she

liftedme over her shoulders. I bounced up and down as she tried

running for the edge of the outcrop.

Bullets were snapping around us. I looked back to see one of

her comrades had lifted Johnson’s body on his shoulders. The
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other men walked backwards; spraying rifles of their own while

Beckett and Salazar ran after.

Zeta staggered with me on her shoulders. I yelled in protest,

but she walkedme straight off the cliff. Tomy lightheadedmind

thewe floated from the cliff to thewater. That is, until cool water

pounded me in the face when we splashed. With little control

over myself, my body’s last instinct was to panic. My legs and

arms were kicking and thrashing like the man I killed earlier. I

pulled myself to the surface with a cry. A hand then slapped me

in the face. Zeta’s face was inches fromme. She put both her

gloved hands on my cheeks. Her dark brown eyes looked into

mine calmingme down. She reached down and pulled out a clear

rubber mask with a small yellow tank. Zeta put it to my mouth

strapping it to my head. People jumped in the water around us.

The men Zeta brought did the same to Salazar and Becket after

they surfaced.

I looked back in Zeta’s eyes. She exhaled and sunk into the

water. Her hand popped out of the water pulling my vest down.

When I submerged, I lurched forward in the water. The current

of the water rushed around me. We were moving too fast for me

to openmy eyes to look around. I probably would have only seen

bubbles and dark blue empty water anyway.

To me it felt like forever, but later Beckett told me it took only

a few minutes until we got back to the Iwo where back ramp was

down. We burst out of the water to findMarines and sailors were

running around. They all ceased what they were doing when

Zeta dragged me from the water and up the ramp. She collapsed

next tomewhenwe got to the gray deck. Her fellowmercenaries

walked Johnson’s body up the ramp. They placed Johnsonnext to

me. Then they helped Beckett and Salazar up the ramp. Without

a word they turned to dive back into the water.
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Zeta got up on her hands and knees. She leaned over to look

me in the eyes one last time. I felt her lean forward and kiss

me on the cheek. “You did good Marine,” she whispered. A few

AmtrakMarines rushed forward to helpme. I pushed them aside

to watch her dive into the sea.

Becket roared curses, trying to understandwhat just happened.

Salazar sat with his legs crossed. His hand rested on Johnson’s

lifeless back. My vision narrowed until everything went black.

***

I was medically discharged, with honor, a year later. After my

physical therapy ended, I got the news that the Marine Corps

could no longer use me. My femur shattered stopping the bullet.

The bone saved my life. The exit wound would have bled out

much faster. My leg, with plates and screws, was no longer fit

for duty.

“So where are you going?” Beckett asked as we drove passed

Marines running and singing in formation. He turned his car

toward the gate. For the last time, I drove out of Camp Lejeune,

North Carolina. Pine trees lined the street outside the base.

“To find her,” I said watching the gates pass by. I let my

hair grow almost back to normal civilian length. For the first

morning in a long time I didn’t have to shave that morning. My

hand rubbed the odd feeling five o’clock shadow forming on my

cheeks.

Salazar leaned forward from the back. “That’s cute, you want

to go find some hot sea warrior?” Then he slapped me on the

back of the head. “Don’t be a dumbass, bendejo!” he yelled.

“Just because the mission will be classified forever, doesn’t

mean we can’t go looking,” I said.
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“Look, man,” Beckett said looking at the road. “Nah, I don’t

know what to say to you anymore.”

We sat in silence thinking about that mission. Most of the

missions I had been on haunted me sometimes. That one in Al

Beida kept me up the most. Not because of the blood and the

violence. I had seen much worse in both Iraq and Afghanistan.

The questions that lingered kept me awake the most. Who were

the girls with the strange shiny tattoos? Why did Zeta have one

too? What did she use to breathe underwater?

Not only did the questions keep me awake. Her memory

haunted me too. I’d lay awake trying to remember the color

of her eyes. I had nothing to look at. Day by day and night by

night the memory of her image faded. But on the perfect nights,

when sleep is just about to overtake me, I can feel her lips press

against my cheek.

Beckett pulled up to the curb of the Albert Ellis Airport. I

stood where thousands of Marines said goodbye to the Marine

Corps. But my time ended early, filling me with regret. I wanted

Johnson and the LT to be there too. Salazar pulled my sea bag

out of the trunk while Beckett took my hand and pulled me in

for a hug.

“Aww,” Salazar dropped my big green bag. He wrapped his

arms around the two of us.

When we let go, Salazar put his hands on my shoulders.

“Please, just go home to Wyoming, man. Start your life over,

and put all that sea people caca behind you.”

“I’ll think about it,” I said. I turned away, then spun back and

slapped him. I hoisted my sea bag on my shoulder pointing to

him and Beckett.

I watched them drive away. The doors opened for me. A few

ticket counters faced me. I found the closest airline that looked
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like it would take me somewhere international. I slid my credit

card to a woman in a blue dress with a bright red silk scarf tied

around her neck.

“Ma’am, I need to get to Greece.” I said. Thememory of Zeta’s

face, her dark hair, and eyes ran through mymind. As usual, it

faded away too fast. I had forgotten what her voice sounded like

but I knew she spoke Greek.

“Where in Greece?” she asked.

“I don’t know,” I said with frown.

“I guess I can start getting you booked to Athens?” she asked.

I smiled.
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Athens

Andreas tapped me on the shoulder and pointed to a man in a

silk shirt with leather pants. His slick black hair matched the

sheen of his pants. Gold chains whipped around as he danced.

People avoided him as he crowded a girl in a skimpy tube top.

I marched through the thumping, pulsing dance floor to the

man. Strobes and a disco ball were the only light. My hand

slammed down on his shoulder.

“OUT!” I yelled over the DJ’s ear popping music.

He just lifted his finger and waved it back and forth with a grin.

The man turned around to accost the girl with his goofy dancing

again. She turned to me with wide eyes and an embarrassed

grimace.

Grabbing the man by his greasy hair, I spun him around,

yanking him toward the back door. He reached under my arm to

grab the collar ofmy flannel shirt with onehand. He punchedme

in the ribs with his other. His wimpy hand cracked against my

bulletproof vest with a steel insert. I grabbed his now damaged

hand and kneed him in the stomach as hard as I could. He

doubled over, but instead of falling to the ground he brought his

head up, slamming it into my nose. A burst of light flashed in
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my eyes, but more importantly, rage surged through my veins. I

jabbedhimonce and cocked back for a big right hook. He brought

his hand up to protect his head. Just like Iwanted him to. Instead

of swinging at his head, I hammered my fist into his liver. He

dropped to the floor with a moan.

I began dabbing at the blood pouring frommynose as Alexi and

Lambros, my fellow bouncers, tossed him out the door. Andreas

pulled me through the bar to his office, where he tossed me a

black towel, laughing.

“He’ll feel that one tomorrow,” he said in a Greek accent.

I winced as I held the towel to my nose.

“You think it’s broken?” Andreas asked. He sat back in his

chair. Except for a silk turquoise shirt he looked very much like

the man I had just beaten. Andreas’ hair was long and tied back

barely covering a bald spot.

“Maybe. Once the adrenaline comes down I’ll know,” I told

him. “Say, I wasn’t going to ask you, but can I take off right

now?”

“Sure, sure. You looking for your fish people?”

“There’s an old fisherman I heard about. He leaves every

morning at three. If I go now I can rest up by the time he gets

back in the early afternoon to help him unload.”

“Well, I think you better get that nose looked at, but go ahead,

see if you can find me a tall pretty one of your fish women, eh?”

“I’ll try to wing-man one for you.”

“What is wing man?”

“Your bro that gets the girl on your hook so you can reel her

in?”

“You American and your idioms, they’re pretty stupid. Wing

man and fish hooks?”

“Yeah, I guess so, I’ll see you tonight, thanks.” I said walking
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out of his office. I pushed my way through the throbbing crowd

of people jumping up and down with the beat. The strobe lights

and lasers--added to my possibly broken nose--were giving me

a terrible headache.

The lights and the noise flashed me back to Syria. Bullets

snapping bymy head. Her, carryingme over her shoulders. Only

my sling kept me from dropping my rifle. I’d lost so much blood.

She jumped off the cliff, plunging us into the blue sea.

Back in reality, I pushed through the back door. I sat on a crate

for a fewminutes rubbingmy temples. This wasn’t the first time

I dealt with combat flashbacks in the club. It was rare, but I’d

have to run out in the alley to sit for a moment. At least this

time I didn’t have to go back in. Groaning, I rolled my neck back

and forth, massaging it with both hands. I took a deep breath.

My apartment was only two blocks away. In a matter of

minutes made it home.

Some of the fishing boats had returned by the time I walked

onto the dock. My green rubber boots squeaked over the ancient

wooden planks. Maybe ancient is the wrong word to use in

Athens. Everywhere you turn there’s something ancient. Not

that I was even really in Athens. I worked and lived in Pireas,

the main port for all the big cruises. It kept the clubs and

tourist spots busy. At this time of the early afternoon, the

fishermen that supplied the restaurants were returning from

the blue waters.

When I got to the very end of the dock, I saw her. The white

boat with the word EOS on the stern. It was small, only about

twenty feet. It had a trim as blue as the Greek flag. There was a

cockpit with a windshield. Other than that it was filled with nets

and buoys. That boat I didn’t have a problem calling ancient.

She floated, bobbing in the small waves like a drunk wobbling
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down the street.

I had been trying to get on the Eos for a week now. Some man

sitting on a bench by the docks had laughed when I approached

himasking aboutmermaids. I didn’t knowwhat else to call them.

He had white stubble covering his face. A green wool sweater

tucked into his bright orange waders. The black cap on his head

only slightly hid a missing ear. “Look for Angelos on the Eos!”

he’d laughed.

“Where can I find Angelos?”

“He leaves too early, you’ll have to catch his boat when he

comes back early in the afternoon.”

My shoulders slumped.

“Plus,” he had continued. “He only talks to people willing to

work. Here,” he handed me a pair of waders, “use these when

you find him. He has one crazy story about sea people.” He

laughed as I walked away.

I had continued to ask around. According to everyone else,

Angelos was the only person that ever talked about mermaids

or sea-people. He left for his fishing spots early worked in the

club when he left. Then he was usually the first one back, right

when I would sleep.

As I approached the ship I saw two people unloading the boat

as the Greek sun blazed on us. I could see an old hunched-over

man with a bright white mustache. White hair fell from under a

dark captain’s hat. He had on orange waders with a gray wool

sweater underneath. A cigarette bounced up and down in his

mouth as he spoke to the fisherman next to him. As I got closer

I saw that the other person, also in a gray long sleeve t-shirt and

orange waders, was a girl. She had two, dark brown braids that

fell from another dark captain’s hat. I guessed she was about

eighteen. She looked up at me in surprise, saying something in
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Greek.

“English?” I asked.

“Angliká?” she said.

I just nodded my head. Her dark eyes searched me. She had

an oval face with a sharp chin. Her nose had a small hook over

her thin lips.

“Why?” she asked.

“I want to help you unload, I’ve been trying to talk to Angelos

for a week.”

“Eh?” the old man shouted when he heard his name. He tried

to stand up tall, but that just meant he hunched less.

The girl turned to Angelos, telling him what I told her. The

man responded with only three or four words. She turned to me.

“What do you want to talk to my grandfather about?”

“Sea-people.”

Angelos waved me aboard after she translated. I hopped down

into the boat, which reeked of fish. I pulled my tan ball cap with

my beloved Marine Corps emblem out of my back pocket. My

feet began sweating in my rubber boots.

“I’m Althea. You know what to do?” she asked.

I shook my head. She rolled her eyes then started showing me

what to do with the fish they caught. It seemed odd that pretty

girl like her spent her time on a smelly fishing boat.

The sun dominated the sky. Not a cloud blotted the pale blue

above. The profile of the city gleamed on the horizon. Cruise

ships would occasionally pass while their passengers waved and

took pictures of us. I laughed thinking they had no clue that the

subject of their picture was a brown-haired, brown-eyed hick

kid from a hick town in Wyoming.

When we unloaded their fish, Angelos pulled a beat-up plastic

cooler from under his pilot’s chair. He offered a spanakopita to
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Althea and me. I devoured the flaky pocket of bread filled with

feta cheese and a spinach paste.

When finished stuffing the food into my face I turned to the

two fisher-people. “I hear that Angelos has seen the sea people,”

I said to Althea to translate.

“Why does an American want to bother an old man about old

fairy tales?” she asked before translating.

“I’ve seen them. They saved my life in Syria, but you’re not

supposed to know that.” I wiped my mouth with my sleeve.

“What is it you think you saw?” she asked studying me.

Without divulging too much classified material, I explained

how fast they could swim. That they looked just like us. They

had some sort of sparkle tattoo on their backs. I talked about

their ability to fight. When I finished, one of her eyebrows crept

upwards looking at me suspiciously.

She turned to the salty, leathered old man. As she babbled

in Greek he began to smile. His white mustache had a yellow

stain right where his cigarettes rested. When Althea finished

speaking, he lit another cigarette. The burning tobacco stick

bounced up and down in his mouth as he babbled back to Althea.

He spoke for about thirty minutes. Althea would stop him

occasionally to tell me what he said.

“I was young enough to be a fool then. Old enough to make

some trouble around the timeof themilitary junta of sixty-seven.

In December of that year, our king came to Kavala to begin a

counter coup. As a youth that had listened to too many of my

grandfather’s stories of resisting the Nazis, I was anxious for a

fight of my own.

“The king was weak. He never took advantage of the momen-

tumhehad. If we’d have instantly captured Thessaloniki the rest

of the world probably would have come to help us, but waited too
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long. The junta forces blocked us. We were trapped long before

we could do anything.

“A small handful of us that were still too radical to give up. So

about twenty of us decided to fight. We stole a couple of small

military boats andwent looking for fight. We knew about a small

junta army camp at Saranata just south of us. We shot through

the water without a plan. When we arrived we yanked on the

triggers of the big machine guns we had. It was futile in the end.

The camp had a mortar company that comfortably shelled us

from behind sturdy bunkers. Within minutes of attacking them,

our boats were on fire forcing us to jump into the sea.

“That’s when I discovered that a few of us weren’t quite...hu-

man. While I sank in the water after being thrown from our

burning boat, someone grabbed my hand. Something instantly

pulledme through thewater almost as fast as a boat could go. My

comradeNikos pulledmeonto a safe beach. He shirt disappeared

and the side of his head was covered in blood. My hand brushed

against what you call a tattoo as he carried me over his shoulder.

When he dropped me in the sand he ran back to the sea. Four of

us owe our lives to him.”

When Angelos finished he took a long drag on his third

cigarette since starting the story.

“What I call a tattoo? What did you feel?” I asked him through

Althea.

He laughed. Then he coughed violently for a few seconds.

Althea steadied him. He muttered a word then returned to

coughing.

Althea turned to me, rolling her eyes. “Scales.”

My mind raced, thinking of the sea-people.

“You don’t believe him do you?” Althea asked me.

“Why not?”
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“Fish people with scales?”

“I wouldn’t believe him if something like that hadn’t hap-

pened tome,” I shrugged. “Has he seen anymore of these people

since?”

She grudgingly asked him with tense shoulders. He took deep

breaths, recovering from his coughing attack. After taking a

long breath through his nose he began to speak again. Althea

translated for him again.

“That is all I had ever seen of them. When the politics

eventually calmed down I moved down here. For a long time

I’d ask other fishermen or other boats that come down from

the north about Nikos. I’ve been fishing here for the tourist

restaurants for decades. About eight months ago I heard a knock

on my door after a long day of fishing. I was surprised to find

Nikos. The man I had spent years trying to find showed up out

of nowhere. His wrinkled face lit up when I finally recognized

him. A young woman stood by him. They came in to ask me a

favor. They neededmy boat. I didn’t knowwhy sea people would

need my boat. I was afraid to ask. The woman intimidated me.

She had a gun on her hip making me think she was police. She

wore an all black uniform and part of her head was buzzed on

the side--”

“Excuse me?” I practically shouted. “Her name, what was her

name?”

The two of them stared at me. Althea took a moment before

asking him.

“Name? I don’t quite remember. It was something with a

zeta.”

“Was it Zeta?”

“It started with zeta.”

My eyebrows scrunched together. I almost walked into a
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“Who’s On First” trap. “So was her name Zeta? Or did her name

start with a zeta?”

“I don’t remember,” Althea said for him. “But they wanted

my boat to prowl the harbor that night. I owed Nikos, so I had to

say yes. The woman slipped me an envelope of money. ‘For my

time’ she assured me.

“I was frightened at first. They wanted me to go to the parts

that no one should go. No one honest, that is. The docks of

Paramaare filledwithpeople thatwould killmewithout thinking

twice. The scariest groups are the human traffickers. We all

know that too many women are pulled out of Europe through

Parama. In the day everything is safe enough. At night, the only

ships showing up are there to take women. When they told me

where we were going, I didn’t feel so bad for taking her money.

“There were two docks she we most interested in. The first

was basically a junk dock. A dozen rusty boats were tied to the

dock. We floated about a hundredmeters away while she slipped

into the water. All we could see was a shadow pull out of the

water into each one of the boats. After she finished searching

the last boat she disappeared in the water only to pull herself

back into my boat a minute later.

“While she snuck around the docks. Nikos was too secretive

about what we were doing. The only thing I could get out of him

was that his people’s girls were disappearing. They all returned

later, But that the woman was trying to put a stop to it. She

believed they were all being filtered through the traffickers.

“Then we went to another dock. No boats or ships were tied

to it. At the edge of the dock closest to the city was a giant

warehouse. Again she slid off the side of my boat. We saw her

shadow climb up the dock and slip into the warehouse. Twenty

minutes later she pulled herself back intomy boat swearing. The
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place was empty. She believed someone knew she was there.

We returned as the sun came up. I haven’t seen them since.”

We all fell silent.

“You want to find them?” he asked through Althea. Before

I could answer he mumbled something else. “They won’t let

themselves be found. I’ve tried for years. If they want you,

they’ll find you,” she translated.

My shoulders slumped.

We bundled all the nets and the old captain secured his boat

to the dock. As we left dock, I thanked Angelos for allowing me

to speak with him.

I needed to go scrub the smell of fish and rotting wood off my

arms before getting back to the club for work.

***

Mynose only slightly ached at that point. It didn’t hurt enough

to think it was broken. That’s not to say that pain didn’t shoot

through my face when I sneezed walking to work.

Before we opened the club, I thought I’d try one more thing to

get me closer to Zeta. Sometimes special operations just didn’t

work. The only way to find a criminal was to be another criminal.

“Andreas,” I said walking into his office. “I think I’m done

with all this sea-people stuff.”

“No!” he smiled. “You still owe me a beautiful mermaid with

a seashell bikini.” He laughed at his own joke. “You’re not going

to quit are you?” he asked shaking his finger.

“I’m not here to quit. I...uh...I was wondering where I could

find some girls.”

“You work at a club. You’re American. Just wait for the doors

to open.”
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“No, I don’t know how to put this. I’m looking for not club

age girls.”

He squinted atme. “Are you sure you knowwhat you’re asking

for?”

“Yes,” I said standing taller. My insides were ripping apart.

There’s no real way to describe how dirty I felt inside. Even

though this was for a good cause, it felt all wrong.

“I’ll tell you when the shift is over,” he said looking me over.

“Yeah sure, I didn’t mean right now,” I said as I turned around

to leave his office.

The night dragged on. Even while I was watching the loud

dance floor with its flashing lights, I struggled to keep my eyes

open. The people jumping, swaying, fist pumping, and grinding

overwhelmed me. I could barely focus.

Finally, as the night began transforming to morning, Andreas

shut the club down. The rest of the bouncers and I herded people

out the door. When everyone had cleared out, I knocked on the

office door to Andreas’ office.

A muffled “Pérase Mésa” came from the office. I was mostly

positive that it meant I could come in. I pushed open the door to

find Andreas talking to a fatman. He had themost obvious comb

over I had ever seen. He sported a meticulously groomed dark

goatee and he adorned his fat neck with three gold chains. He

wore a tan suit with a silk blue shirt unbuttoned halfway down

his hairy chest.

“Perfect, Jim, this is my...friend Andrei. I let him know that

you wanted to some help finding...a date?”

I walked over to theman extendingmy hand. “Pleased tomeet

you, sir.”

The man took my hand with a limp shake. He looked bored.

“Andreas tell me you have night off, yes?” he asked in a Russian
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accent.

“Yes, sir.”

“You meet me here, eight o’clock?”

“I can, thank you.”

Andreas nodded to me. I left the men as they began speaking

in Greek. In the alley I waited for the fat Russian. After about

twenty minutes he left the club. Cars were beginning to buzz

through the streets as I followed him down the ancient port

alleyways. The small supermarkets were placing their fruits and

vegetables in thewicker baskets outside their doors. The Russian

walked passed one up another alley when I ambushed him.

“Sir, Mr. Andrei I have another question,” he spun around

with a small pistol in his hand.

“Geez!” I shouted.

“Oh, you. Bouncer for Andreas. Never sneak up on Russian.”

“I was a little embarrassed to ask you in front of Andreas. I’m

not just looking for girls. I’m looking for a special kind of girl,”

I smiled.

“Ah, special girl costs more. Club bouncer probably can’t

afford, heh?”

“I’m just laying low for now. I can afford, I promise.”

The fat man put his arm on my shoulder. “Come with me, we

talk over breakfast?”

Andrei led me down the alley back towards the sea. We

walked through a red door into a cafe with only four tables. The

walls were bare and cracking. We stood on red painted cement.

The only hint of a kitchen was the smell of food frying from

somewhere else in the building. My new friend began yelling

in Russian. He pointed me to a table, then he walked through

another red door at the corner of the room.

A few minutes after I sat he reappeared with a red stoneware
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bowl. In the bowl were about six fried eggs with what looked like

small slices of Bologna. Green leaf shards rested on top.

“Fried egg, kolbasa, and what you call...dill. ees good.” He

placed the bowl in the center of the table before he sat his

lumbering body in the small metal chair. At least it looked small

under his rolls. He slid a fork to me then started digging in. I

was tired enough to not care about sharing a bowl of food with a

man I had never really met.

“So, Amerikanskaya, what kind of girl you look for?” he asked

with egg white hanging from the edge of his lip.

“Well,” I swallowed, “they’re really special. They look like

other girls. Except they have these shiny tattoos on their lower

backs. They’re more likely to be found near the water.” I

returned to my breakfast. When I looked up at him he had

stopped chewing. After a big gulp, he raised one eyebrow.

Andrei shouted something to the other room. The door burst

open. A large man holding a butcher’s knife stomped through.

I started to jump to my feet, but my new friend slammed the

table forward into my gut. He pinned me to the wall. As I tried

to wriggle free, the huge chef grabbed me by the hair. His salty

breath invaded my nose. I took a nervous gulp when the edge of

his knife pressed against my neck.

The fat Russian stood up. He sauntered over to my side. “I

already tell other woman. I no deal in girls like that. Too many

dangerous men in that trade.

“Your chef is holding a butcher knife tomyneck, and you think

there are dangerous men out there?” I asked through another

nervous gulp. “I just want to help someone shut them down.”

Andrei also grabbedme bymy hair. He pulledme close looking

in my eyes. “Help who?”“A woman, about this tall?” I held my

hand to my shoulder. “Dark brown eyes, buzzed side of her
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head?”Andrei grunted. He turned to the chef and nodded. The

two of them released my hair. The chef stomped back into the

kitchen. Andrei motioned back to the chair. The table still held

our food without a single crumb spilled. I guess even if a fat man

feels threatened he’s still going to save his breakfast. He pulled

a handkerchief from his coat to wipe his brow. He grunted again,

motioning toward the food andmy fork. His fork began stabbing

at the eggs again. I slowly lowered myself back into my chair. I

scooted it to the side of the table just in case he wanted to try

pinning it to my belly again.

“So,” he began with a mouthful of eggs. “How you know

woman?”

“Let’s just say,” I thought about what I could tell him. I might

have trusted Angelos and Althea. But the guy that sells girls

and almost had me killed probably shouldn’t be given classified

information. “She saved my life. I owe her one. I hear she’s

looking for the girls.”

“Hear from who?”

“That’s not something I’m willing to let you know.”“Well you

owe her? She owes me. I have to buy new car after her visit.” He

looked me over one more time. “We make deal?”

“Terms?”

He glared at me. “What is terms?”

“What’s the deal?”

An eyebrow shot up. “You shut those men down. I no kill

her. The men working with the Spanish. They make the Rambla

Spanish Mafia even more mean than usual.”

“You can only kill her if you know where she is.” I asked. My

heart began to beat faster.

He shrugged. “Not yet. Matter of time. You help me, I call off

hounds.”
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“You do know where the men are that are kidnapping the

girls?”

“I know. I’m what you call broker? I no keep girls, drugs, or

guns. I get you in touch with people that have them. I charge

finders fee. These men using the Spanish with the tattoo girls

making business hard. Andreas trust you. He make me think I

can trust you. I show you where girls are kept, you go in, shut

them down?”

“I’m in,” I said reaching my hand across the table. “You say

you can get guns?” I smiled.

***

I woke up around eight o’clock that night. Two nights of work

sandwiching adaydockwork just about killedme. All I remember

was getting to my apartment, undressing, and falling into my

bed.

I woke up to a pounding head.

The sudden sound of water coming from the kitchen startled

me. I slipped my folding knife from under my mattress. I

knew the spots in my floor that made the most noise. Tiptoeing

across the wooden floor, I approached my door, ready to burst

through into my living area and kitchenette. I softly grasped

the doorknob, twisting it. My shoulder rammed the door out.

I pivoted on my heel, pointing the knife forward, bringing my

other fist to my face to protect myself.

Althea stood at the sink doing my dishes.

“What are you doing here?” I lowered my hands.

Her face drained of blood. “I just...I followed you. Your door

was open while you were asleep.” She started to recover with

deep breaths. “Your place is a mess.”
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“Gee thanks,” I said setting the knife down on the square foot

of space that was my counter. She stared at the black blade.

“Why again are you here?”

“I wanted to see you again.”

My eyebrows furrowed. “Why?” I looked over her olive skin.

Her hair was no longer in braids, but long and dark. She had

tucked it behind her ears while she washed my dishes. She wore

what looked like low cut Chuck Taylors, jeans, and a loose cream

tank top blouse thing. She had looked pretty in the fishing get

up. In my kitchen dressed normal she captivated me.

“My grandfather, he seems very happy to have met you. He

wanted me to find you to invite you to dinner.”

I leaned over the counter my head still clearing from sleep. I

felt her hand touch my leg.

“What happened?” she asked looking at the ugly scar on

my thigh. The Greeks were pretty shameless about how they

touched each other. Still, it felt weird to have a woman touching

my leg. Especially the scar where a bullet shattered my femur.

Parts were still pink. It healed, but looked devastating with a

chunk ofmy quadmissing. I thought back to the day Zeta poured

in a packet of quick-clot to stop the bleeding from an ISIS bullet.

The resulting surgeries to repair my shattered femur were what

left the scar so ugly.

“That’s my permanent reminder of Zeta.”

“Why do you want to find her?”

I kept asking myself the same thing. Something I couldn’t

explain drewme to find her. My dad’s ranch in Wyoming should

have been home. I could be hunting, fishing, and rounding

up cattle. I had dream of little boys everywhere right at my

fingertips. And yet here I lived in Greece, bouncing at a nightclub

where I didn’t understand anything anyone said. All to find a
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ghost.

“I don’t know,” I said.

She took a step toward me. “You don’t know why you came to

the other side of the world?” A smile split her lips. “Americans

are funny.”

“I need to get dressed. Youneed to go. I’d love to come eatwith

your family. There are things I need to do tonight.” I looked at

the clock by the door. It was almost a quarter after eight. Andrei

would meet me in forty minutes outside. Althea slipped from

mymind as I thought about what he wanted me to do that night.

“Let me finish this.” Althea turned back to my small sink to

finish washing the plate I’d used two days ago.

“You really don’t have to,” I said, walking back into my room.

I pulled on a pair of khaki pants that were on my dresser.

“You really need me to. If I do your dishes, I’ll let you do the

dishes when you come to eat.”

“I guess that’s fair,” I said, pulling a black hoodie over my

head.

“What do you do that you have to sleep all day?”

“I bounce at the nightclub up the street.” My boots were at

the foot of my bed. With a grunt I slipped them on. They had

gone stiff from the lack of use they had in the past year since

my discharge. Usually my running shoes were all I needed at

the club. These sat in reserve for the days that Andreas thought

would be rough nights, usually after a rowdy soccer game.

Althea pushed the door open while I sat on my bed tying them.

“Bouncers usually dress a little less...military.”

“Things get rough sometimes,” I shrugged.

“Well I hope things don’t get that bad.” She pursed her lips a

little. “There’s something strange about you.”

“Yeah, I go around the world looking for fairytales,” I grunted
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again, pulling my boot laces tight.

After I pulled my pant leg down my boots, I stood up to look

at her. She was in my way, defiantly blocking me from the rest

of my apartment. Walking up to her, I put my hands on her

shoulders. “You really need to go. I’ve got to get going.”

She frowned. “When can I come get you to bring you to eat

with my family?”

“I don’t know,” I said escorting her to my door. “Come by

Sunday night? That’s when the club is closed. I’d love to come

eat with you then,” I lied. If everything went well tonight I’d be

done here. The truth was, if I succeeded tonight, I might have

had to get out of town for safety. I didn’t trust Andrei. Who

knew what he planned after everything?

“Okay, I’ll come by in the afternoon?”

“That sounds great,” I said shutting the door. I couldn’t hear

anything from the hall. Finally, I heard her walking away.

After hiding my folding knife and a set of brass knuckles in

my boots; I met Andrei in a dark car in front of my building. We

sat next to each other in the back as a small Asian man drove us

through along the port.

“The Rambla Spanish are very dangerous,” he gave more

information about the men that had been holding the sea-girls.

“This family has moved people for long time. That woman that

you search for, she looked very concerned to learn the Spanish

take the girls. But, I hear they only move the girls. They never

touch.”

“I guess that’s okay.”

“So you remember plan?”

“Yes, sir. You drop me off two blocks away. I walk up to port

warehouse seventeen. After four knocks I say ‘to psomí kaígetai.’”

He mouthed the Greek words for “the bread is burnt” with me.
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“When I get inside I ask for girls. They’ll take my knife.” His

eyebrows went up, prodding me for the next move. “Yes, my

brass knuckles are in my boot. A man will take me to a separate

room. Then I quietly search the building for the guywith the scar

down his forehead. When I’ve located him I call your number.”

I repeated the number that felt like it had too many digits.

“Then I get you out. We ask Spanish scar man questions.”

I shook my head. “Alright...let's get this done.” It wasn’t a

good ole fashion Marine Corp briefing, but it would have to do.

“I still wish you’d have gotten me a pistol.”

“Too noisy.”

The car stopped in a dark industrial section along the sea. “Two

blocks that way,” Andrei said pointing down the road that ran

along the port warehouses.

My heart beat rapidly under my deep breaths. My brain ran

with all the ways things could go wrong. Dangerous situations

played with mymind; making me think I could hear footsteps

on the other side of the road in the shadows.

Only a single street light cast a yellow glow on the rusted

building of warehouse seventeen. The sea behind it gently

lapped against the docks. I expected something more sinister.

My four clunky knocks echoed down the street.

“Eh?” I heard from the other side of the door.

I froze. I forgot what I was supposed to say. Burning some-

thing. Bread, burning bread.

“To psomí kaígetai.” I said to the metal door.

The door creaked open on rusty hinges. I walked into the

darkness.

“I’m looking for girls?” I meant to declare it, but I asked.

When the door closed, lights flicked on. My eyes rammed

closed. I stood at the beginning of a long hall lined with
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corrugated tin. Fluorescent lights hung from the ceiling. Iwaited

until my eyes could adjust to open them back up. Three men in

jeans and black shirts stood in front of me. They also wore dark

blazers and AK-47s looped around their necks.

One of the menmotioned for me to raise my arms. When I did,

another patted down my hoodie and khakis. He easily found my

folding knife clipped to my pocket. Then he grunted when he

pulled my Kabar from where I hid it in the small of my back.

“¿Por qué?” he asked holding the bigger knife in front of me.

I knew enough Hispanic Marines to understand that he asked

me why I had a knife.

“Bad, uh, mal barrio.” I said hoping they would buy that I was

afraid of the neighborhood.

One of them growled. The one that took my knife pushed me

down the hallway. It was quiet as wemarched down the tin walls.

About every ten feet I saw a door with a deadbolt lock on the

outside. When we walked about a hundred feet he stopped at

one of the locks andpulled keys fromhis coat. After he pulled the

lock away he pushed the door open. He motioned with his chin

to step into the low lit room. A small bed with a bare mattress

and a standing lamp that cast the low light were all that were

in the room. My stomach tightened thinking of the disgusting

men that looked for places like this. Adrenaline shot through

my veins. I turned grabbing the sling of the rifle that wrapped

around the man’s neck. He gasped when I pulled him into the

room. Yanking down with the rifle and the sling, I kicked his

legs, tripping him forward. His face ground into the concrete

beneath my boot. I pulled up on the sling that wrapped under

his neck. It took a few minutes but he finally stopped writhing

as the life escaped is body. This disgusting bug did nothing to

make me feel the least bit guilty. When I was sure he was dead, I
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pulled the rifle from him. I slipped my boot off to pull out the

brass knuckles and flexed my aching foot. Acting like there was

nothing in my boot was getting tough.

“¡Ayuda!” I called down the hall.

Footsteps ran to the room. The first man that entered found

the butt stock of the rifle I stole in his face. As he dropped, I

reached over him for the sling of the next guy. I pulled him as

hard as I could into the room as my right had smashed the brass

knuckles right into his nose. His hands shot up to his nose, but

before his scream could really escape, I hammered the butt stock

of the rifle passed his wrists into his throat. He dropped right

where he stood.

I took all the AK magazines they had. After I stuffed them

into the hand warmer of my hoodie, I took the keys to all the

locks. Peeking my head into the hall, I found myself alone. I

pulled the hoodie over my head and ran toward the end of the

hallway. At the end, two more hallways broke off to the left and

the right. Andrei hadn’t covered this part. A scream echoed

from the end of the hall to the right. I ran towards it with the

magazines clattering frommy sweater.

At the end of that hall I found a rusty door. I pulled on the

handle. When I pushed in, it squealed. A man with a black beard

and long curly hair smiled at me. A scar ran down his forehead

to his nose. My face hardened when I saw that he held a gun to

Althea’s head.

“You think I don’t know what happens in my place of busi-

ness?” he laughed.

“Where are the girls with the scales!” I shouted.

“It’s fortunate that this followed you.” He pushed the muzzle

of his pistol hard into her temple. Althea grimaced. “You think

I answer to you?” he asked.
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I thought about shooting him. Sending an AK bullet right

into that T where his eyes and his nose connect would drop him

before he could pull the trigger. There were too many variables.

That kind of shot needed a more precise sight than the iron

post sticking up between the half circle I looked down. Not to

mention, I didn’t spend nearly enough time with an AK as I did

with an M-4. I also had to account for the fact that the front

sight post was adjusted to someone else. I should have, but I just

couldn’t put the gun down. Althea’s eyes streamed tears.

“Put it down,” he mocked me.

Screw it.

“Put it--”I slowly squeezed the trigger. The explosion of the

bullet made Althea shake. When we both looked down, the

scarred man lay on the floor. Droplets of blood splattered her

cheek.

I rushed over to her. Running my hand over her face and neck,

I checked to make sure I hadn’t done any damage. I laughed a

little. “That was a better shot than I thought.”

Althea began to whimper. She threw her hands around my

neck.

“Come on,” I turned toward the door. When I turned I placed

one of her hands on my shoulder. When I opened the door. Two

men with AK’s were staring down the hall. When they sawme

they lifted their rifles. I turned to push Althea down. We jumped

to the side of the door. Holes began ripping through the door. I

crawled onmy belly to the bottommost corner of the doorframe.

The spare magazines were pushing up into my gut. I took two

controlled shots and one of the men fell. The other man ducked

back into the other hall. I waited for him to do something. I

knew my bullets could have ripped through his cover, but the

fear of who could be trapped in the tiny dark rooms kept me
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from spraying the walls with the rifle.

He had the advantage of knowing the warehouse better than I

did. His body shot from the hall into the cement wall. I would

have shot at him if it weren't for the small black figure that

followed him. He turned on the person throwing a fist. The

attacker caught hiswrist, twisted it down, and slammed an elbow

into his. I heard the snap followed by a scream.

“Come on,” I whispered. Althea ran to me, putting her hand

back on my shoulder. I walked forward, crouching to keep the

barrel of my rifle steady. I fixed the front sight post on the

shadow. I followed a short person that wore all black tactical

clothes with a tight black mask around his head.

As we approached the person they were holding the man up

against the wall. The person lifted the limp dangling arm up and

down.

“We just hold them!” the man yelled. Someone eventually

comes and looks at their backs! If it isn’t blue, they throw them

out into the sea.” Then the masked figure punched him hard in

the back of the head dropping him to the floor.

The masked person turned toward us. “Keys,” they hissed.

My hand fished into my pocket. I pulled the jingling keys out

holding them forward. “Who are you?” I asked.

Through the mask, dark brown eyes squinted in rage. A small

hand shot forward demanding them. I thought that maybe my

armmight snap soon too if I didn’t surrender them. Themasked

person had just savedme, so I didn’t feel bad as I tossed the keys.

The person turned to run all the way down the hall. Althea and I

followed them to the biggest door I had seen in the building so

far. The person fumbled through the keys until they found what

they wanted. The lock popped open. The masked person softly

grunted like a woman when they slid the door to the side.
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Could it be, I thought.

She shouted in Greek, another language, then in English,

“You’re free, come on!”

Seven girls filed out of the dark room theywere locked in. Their

clothes were torn and stained. One girl saw me and in a panic

she jumped to the masked person. Her shirt was torn just above

her lower back.

I turned to see if Althea saw the scales on the girl’s back too.

Her eyes were wide. The pupils were looking the girl up and

down.

“How do we get to the dock?” the masked one whispered.

I shrugged. There was only one way I knew to get in.

“I know,” Althea said, “they brought me in the back. She

pulled on my shoulder leading me back to the office. The door

I had first entered burst open when we passed the hall that I

entered.

“Police!” we heard. Men began shouting in Greek. I turned to

see what the masked one would do. The person ran to the hall

then fired into the ceiling forcing the police to jump back.

“Run!” shouted a woman’s voice.

We ran to the office where the scarred man lay. Althea ran

to the bookshelf behind the desk pulling it down revealing a

door. The masked woman and I pushed it out of the way. Althea

opened the door and waved to the girls to run. When they were

out, the masked woman and I followed Althea through the door.

Two dockswere in front of us. Police were blocking the passage

to one. The masked woman ran forward leading us to the next

one. We got halfway there when men began shouting in Greek.

We all ran faster to the edge of the dock where the girls began

diving into the water. I knew they’d be alright, but Althea and I

were going to be stuck. When Althea, the masked woman, and I
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reached the edge of the dock a police boat with flashing lights

and spotlights cut off our exit. The girls had disappeared. As

soon as Althea and I hit the water we were going to bounce right

back up to the surface, so we stood still.

“Drop your weapons!” someone from a loudspeaker ordered.

Althea translated for me. I pulled the rifle from around my neck.

Holding it by the sling I tossed it to my side. The masked one

dropped her pistol.

“Take off the mask!” the speaker ordered.I turned to see who

the person was as she pulled the blackmask from her head. Zeta

turned to me and smirked. She cut her hair shorter than the

last time I saw her. Her buzz cut along the one side of her head

disappeared.

“On your knees!”

Curiosity was more powerful than fear of the police. I wanted

to know what Zeta was going to do. She shrugged. Althea and

I began to get on our knees when she pushed us into the water.

Men on the boat shouted when we hit the water.

It was pitch black beneath the surface. We were suddenly

pulled to our right. Water rushed around my face. We surfaced

under another dock not too far away. Althea popped out of the

water clinging to my neck coughing. Zeta’s face looked at me

inches frommine.

For months leading up to this moment, I had planned what

I would say. But after everything that just happened, I was

speechless. So I blurted, “you need to stop throwing me into the

ocean.”

Her eyes looked over my face. “You need to stop following me.

Take deep breaths.”

After Althea and I inhaled, something yanked us down into the

water. We shot through the sea again. Althea’s hand reached for
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mine in the darkness. We latched to each other as the current

battered us. The longer we were submerged the tighter Althea’s

grip became. Finally, our heads burst out of the water where we

desperately gulped down air.

I recognized the part of the port not far frommy apartment.

Treading water, I searched for Zeta in the black ocean around

me, but we were alone. I hauled myself out of the water onto

the rocky shore just under the sidewalk that followed the shore

line. My arm reached down to pull Althea up. We made our way

dripping along the street to my apartment. It took all my energy

to get up the steps tomy place. I practically had to pull Althea up.

When we got inside the two of us collapsed on the floor. I hadn’t

seen that much action for almost two years and my body was

no longer conditioned for it. Poor Althea curled up in a ball. I

crawled up to my hands and knees to check on her. Tears poured

down her face. My knees ached as I got to my feet. I urged her to

followme up. I tugged her arm leading her tomy room. My arms

barely responded as I willed them to pull out some gym shorts

and a t-shirts for us. I left her to change into something dry in

my room while I changed in the living area. Her hands reached

through the door handing me the wet clothes that I hung on the

clothesline on the balcony. The door squealed as I pushed my

way into my room where I collapsed next to her laying on my

bed, crying.

“Those girls,” she groaned. Her hand reached over pulling my

arm over her. We lay intertwined as we fell asleep.

The next morning, I rummaged through my kitchen looking

for something decent for the two of us to eat. Seeing the sheath

of a knife leaning against the wall of my kitchenette made me

jump back. My hands flipped it over to find the JB that I carved

onto the back of the sheath of the knife I gave to Zeta in Syria. A
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white piece of paper stuck out of it. I pulled it out to find a note

from Zeta. When I finished reading, I ran to the balcony. My

body shook as I scanned the streets, the buildings nearby, and

the sea for her.
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Spain

A seagull screech woke me up. The constant pulsing of the

Mediterranean’s waves echoed into the front of our apartment.

Sunlight crept up the bed facing the open balcony. My hand

slithered over the mattress to find her. Althea’s warm body was

missing from the sheets.

When I finished rubbing my eyes and groaning the sleep away,

I heard her humming from the balcony. I propped myself up to

watch her. She leaned against the balcony watching the marina

below humming a Greek song. My eyes watched her probably

thinking about home. One of her olive legs peeked out from the

white bikini skirt she wore. The silky dark brown hair I loved to

run through my fingers swayed in the breeze. The muscles of

her back flexed as she stood up swaying to her song.

The longer we’d been in Spain, the more she thought of home.

A year ago we were running with the sea-woman, Zeta, down the

docks of human traffickers in Greece. Now we’d hidden under

the noses of the traffickers we’d enraged: the Rambla mafia.

They all lived along a walkway in Barcelona called The Rambla.

The heads of the mafia in Barcelona didn't to know we were just

south of them. Under their noses we ran a paddleboard shop
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in Playa Garraf. I couldn’t be Jim Butler anymore, nor was she

Althea Eliopoulos. I became John Smith. Her new name, Agatha

Cara, was Greek enough to explain her accent, but Latin enough

to avoid suspicion.

After I pulled my pistol out from under my pillow, I slid out of

the bed as quietly as possible. I placed the pistol on the dresser

next to the balcony door. My flannel pants brushed against the

tan tile floors of our room. The warm breeze tickled my bare

chest. She still hummed and swayed when I wrapped my arms

around her. My cheek and nose pushed the hair away from her

neck as my lips brushed the back of her neck. She sighed. I

kissed down her neck to her shoulder and swayed with her song.

We danced on our balcony with the warmMediterranean wind

washing over us.

***

The two of us ran the two blocks from the station to the Greek

Orthodox Church. The proximity to her native faith is whatmade

us decide on where we lived. It was close enough to Barcelona

to get to a real Greek Orthodox church. However, we lived

far enough to not attract attention. And the village was small

enough that we hoped we could tell when something was wrong.

Not to mention we didn’t really need to knowmuch Spanish. It

would have helped to knowmore of it. It would have been nicer

to speak Catalán. Playa Garraf is a tourist town where hundreds

of Brits visit. So our English abilities were really all we needed.

Rushing throughBarcelonawas different. Dozens of languages

could be heard as we ran past lazy tourists looking for a Spanish

experience.

The bells just finished ringing through the city when we made
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it into the small Orthodox church. Sweat gathered around the

passport protector around my neck. Anytime we ventured more

than a few miles from home I guarded the passports Zeta had

made for us. I hid two thousand euros in a secret pocket of

my button down shirt. We were ready to run at a moment’s

notice. There were plenty of Catholic chapels and cathedrals

around. Althea had only one place she wanted to go on Sundays.

This part of Spain was enough to constantly make her homesick,

because it reminded her of Greece.

The Orthodox priest that had married us babbled on for

his mass. It took some persuading but he finally relented to

baptizing me. Then he married us to little fanfare. Another

aspect of our hiding in Spain that hurt her. We couldn’t have

the big fat Greek wedding that she had always dreamed about. I

wondered if she regretted following me to the docks that night.

She'd be home with her family, if she hadn’t followed me to

the warehouse brothel that night. Was I worth it? Not that she

had a choice. The video system that caught me killing the head

trafficker and three of his men was enough to put us in danger.

We had no choice but to run. Zeta had left the note telling us to.

I had memorized the note. While the priest bounced the bible

up and down over the altar I thought about it again.

Idiot,

You stupid Jarhead, you should have never tried following

me. But, you did turn out to be a useful idiot. When I knew

you weren’t going to stop trying to find me, I used that to my

advantage. Nikos helped me lead you to Angelos. Angelos

pointed you in the right direction. I couldn’t have found

where they were keeping the girls without you pretending

to be a disgusting pig. I couldn’t have found out who was
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doing it without you too. Thank you. I’m sorry that the girl

was caught up in all this.

The warehouse had cameras everywhere. The Spanish

know your faces now. You have to leave. Be on board the

cargo ship at the address below. A friend will take you to

Barcelona. The Spanish will never expect you to be heading

right to them. Someone will meet you when you get there

with a blue backpack that will have everything the two of

you need to hide. When I mean hide, I really mean it. Stop

trying to find us. You bring too much attention to yourself.

Zeta.

P.S. Thanks again for the knife. It has been useful more than

once.

I had opened and closed it so many times that it had begun to

disintegrate. Althea used to be quiet and moody when she’d

catch me reading the note. We’d grown together. Now I rarely

needed to pull it out of the sheath of the knife that Zeta had

left it in. The knife I gave Zeta in Syria when we had first fought

together. I tucked the sheath andnote back in the furthest corner

of my chest of drawers. I no longer needed anything more than

Althea, Spain, and our tiny coastal apartment. Finding Zeta

used to consume me. I couldn’t really understand why when I

searched for her.

Althea put her hand in mine when we walked out the church

aftermass. As long as I held her hand I didn’t carewherewewent.

The station was close. Trains ran through Garraf all day. We had

no reason to be back early. Jesús did well enough watching the

rentals. Fewpeoplewent out on Sundays anyway. He usually just

lay against the stack of paddleboards we rented out and played

his guitar.
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We joined the thousands of people strolling on a Sunday

afternoon in Barcelona. Althea pulled me to a bench in the Plaza

de Cataluña. As we sat watching people pass, I knew she was

watching the mother and baby across from us. The baby lay on

the mother’s legs laughing as the mother tickled and kissed the

baby’s feet. My heart twisted at something else I couldn’t give

her. When Althea said she didn’t want kids until she knew we

were safe, I could see the lie in her eyes. So we watched, hoping

that one day we’d know when we could come out of hiding.

Neither of us knew how we’d find out. Everyday after closing

the shop I hoped to come home to find a note from Zeta telling

me everything was fine. Not that it would change much. Garraf

held everything I needed.

As the train shot along the coast she leaned on against me. I

slowly took small kisses up and down her ear.

“I’m sorry,” I whispered.

“Don’t go through this again.”

“But if I didn’t go to Greece, you’d—”

“Have never met you. Have never been able to spend the best

year of my life with you.”

“I just wish I could have done better for you.”

She leaned up to look in my eyes.

“I wish I could have been with my Grandfather when he died,”

she said.

What stung themostwas that I couldn’t take her to be there for

her grandfather’s funeral. The two of them had fished the Greek

sea for years. She never really liked fishing. She had endured

the smell, the rough hands, and the early mornings because she

loved being with him.

“And no, I couldn’t have the wedding ofmy dreams.”My heart

dropped a little. She pulled my face to her by my collar. “But I’ll
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settle for the man of my dreams.” Then she kissed me until we

heard the name of our station called.

Our train pulled into the Garraf station as the sun began to set.

Wind blew through the tunnel we walked through that would

lead us under the tracks and back home. Three British college

kids that had gotten off the train were walking behind us. The

few yellow lights of the tunnel flickered on.

One of the kids must have been drunk. He slurred and babbled

about the prospects of a soccer match between Barcelona and

Liverpool. They got closerwalkingbehindus. Althea and Imoved

to the side of the tunnel to let them pass. As the three of them

walked by I heard a muted click that made the hair on my neck

shoot up.

As I turned my head one of the men lunged at us. With one

hand I pushed Althea down. She gasped as she fell. My other

hand shot under the arm punching forward at me. The glint of

metal reflected. I pulled theman’s sleeve. The force of his lunge

and my pull brought a knife stabbing hard into the side of the

tunnel. The blade snapped against the cement. Then I kicked

his leg out from under him, grabbed his collar, and rammed his

forehead into the wall. He thumped to the ground. The man

behind him pushed forward towards me. He had closed on me

too fast to punch him away. I swung the point of my elbow into

his face. The bones in his nose crunched under the force of my

arm. Theman behind him rushedme too, but he was too close to

his falling comrade. He didn’t seemy foot shoot up into his knee,

hammering it backwards. I almost wretched hearing the snap

from his knee. Blood cascaded down the lips of themanwith the

broken nose. He reached into his waistband for something black.

I kicked his arm before he could pull it out. Then I dropped down

with my fist hammering it back into his nose. A black pistol had
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clattered to the floor.

The menmoaned in pain. After I grabbed the gun I jumped for

Althea. She was on her hands and knees. I lifted her to her feet

spinning her toward the sea. We ran our hardest for safety.

The end of the tunnel brought a close to our rental shack. Jesús

should have shut down by then. If threemen knewwhere to find

us, home wasn’t going to be safe. The gun I recovered rubbed

against my belly in the waist of my jeans. No one noticed us

as we walked among the crowds leaving the darkening beach.

Althea whimpered as we ran along the sand to our green shack.

Everything was still open. I pulled the pistol frommy pants

and slowly stepped into the hut. I turned toward our small check-

in table. At the base of the table Jesús lay face down in the sand.

Blood still trickled from his neck. A few feet away lay his guitar

missing a single string. Althea vomited at the sight of him.

I reached under the bottom of the table, grabbing the key

taped to the wood. I dug my fingers into the sand next to the

table. After a few minutes of digging I pulled out a metal case.

My key snapped open the case. Another three thousand euros

looked up at us. Our original passports were also inside. I stuffed

everything in my clothes. It was time to run. Zeta never left us

with a plan. We had to come up with that on our own.

I took Althea’s face in my hand. “It’s time to run. You

remember the plan?” She started looking back at Jesús’ body. I

pushed her face back until she looked me in the eyes.

“The rain in Spain, fine wine, holy cheese, rolled cigars,” she

whispered with a whimper.

I kissed her. “That’s right, panemorfi.” I called her beautiful

in Greek. “Madrid to Bordeaux, fly to Zurich, fly to Havana.” I

brought her olive face up to look at me. “I love you.”

“I love you too,” she said. I relished the way she said that in
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her Greek accent. My heart skipped a beat looking in her eyes.

We stood together. I peered around the door looking for

anything that looked out of place along the beach. As the last

of the sun’s rays extinguished behind the hills to the west, we

walked out of our shack.

I didn’t hear the shot. I felt Althea squeezemy hand. Then her

hand went limp. I turned to see her fall backwards with a dark

red spot in the center of her chest. Diving over her, I jumped

back into the hut. Bullets snapped all around me. The shooting

tore the hut's thin wooden walls to shreds. I pulled Jesús’ body

over me; a human shield. His body twitched with each bullet it

took for me. As things got darker, the shooting stopped. Tears

rolled down my face when with the last light I saw Althea’s still

body.

I had ruined everything for her. I just wanted then to go out to

cradle her head inmy hands. I wanted to hold her hand onemore

time. I wanted to wake up to see her dancing on the balcony one

more time.

When the tears stopped, my hands began shaking. The

thought of someone out there with sights on me kept me still,

but I wasn’t hiding. My brain fell into an old state of trying to

figure out how to get out and kill them. Something felt different.

My chest burned. I’d fought before. I’d killed before. But never

had I felt such a thirst for violence. My heart wanted to do only

one thing. I could only fill the sudden vacuum of lost love with a

desire for bloody revenge.

We made the back of shack with cheap ply board. The bullets

that had riddled through the hut it made the wall easy to crash

through. When I fell into the sand and the bushes behind the

shack I couldn’t think straight. The words I made Althea repeat

to me were too scrambled. Raining cheese, holy cigars, and wine
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in Spain. I thought about what we had planned to no avail. I’d

figure it out later. Someone had to die.

I didn’t have a problem figuring out where the shots would

have come from. The shot to Althea had been accurate. The

shots that tore into the shack were different. They were wild

and fast. The best place to shoot at us was from the old hotel

looking over the beach.

I climbed up the wall of one of the green and white vacation

rentals that lined the beach. Keeping a low profile in the twilight

I rolled over the roof and down the back wall. I fell onto a road

that led up the hill where the shots came from. At the top of the

hill sat the landmark hotel. Since I had been there it was under

renovation.

There were so many places to hide a shooter in that building.

Finding him would take me all night. The anger over her sudden

loss moved me forward. I was never going to be able to hold her

again. Her lips would never kiss along my arm up to my neck

ever again. On nights that I’d dream of Iraq or Afghanistan, she

wouldn’t be there to hold me. The world was in a dark shade of

red as I marched toward the hotel.

It wasn’t a far walk. I hugged the wall, covering the pistol

with my leg. The street was oddly vacant. There were usually

hundreds of tourists in Garraf. At least someone should have

walked by. After all those shots on the beach it surprised me

that no sirens were wailing toward me. The silence hurt my ears.

No cars, no barking, no music, only the soft warm breeze broke

the silence. Goosebumps were turning my skin to leather. I

walked down a wall that separated a small parking lot from the

entrance. At the center of the dirt parking lot I pulled myself

over the wall. With the pistol I recovered in my hand, I crawled

along the line of cars. My pants and shirt tore along the asphalt
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and the cement wall. My heart beat too fast to care about the

blood frommy forearms as I dragged them across the rocky dirt.

The entrance to the parking lot sat right across from the hotel

entrance. Two men were outside smoking in dress suits. Each

had a hand in his suit. I kneeled behind one car, restingmy arms

with the gun pointed at themen on the hood of the engine. They

were thirty yards in front of me. It wasn’t an impossible shot.

It wasn’t an easy shot. I took a controlled breath. As I exhaled

I squeezed the trigger. I saw the fire from the barrel and knew

I had hit my target. The other man dropped to a knee looking

toward me. It was too late. I pulled the trigger twice. Running

forward I kept the barrel of my pistol level with the door of the

hotel. I took a knee next to one of the men. He had pulled out an

Uzi but was too slow do anything with it. Another Uzi was laying

next to the other man. I stuffed the pistol in my waistband. The

barrel was warm along the small of my back.

I lost my common shooting sense. Both my hands held the

fallen men’s’ Uzis. My shots would be wild and inaccurate. The

image of my Althea on the beach drove me forward. I didn’t care

what happened as long as I went down spraying bullets into her

murderers.

The door crashed open with one kick. I expected to find an

army ofmen pointing guns atme. The lobby sat quiet and empty.

Only scaffolding met me. My eyes darted up the scaffolding

looking for someone else to kill. Only dust floated in the air lit

by floodlights. I marched directly into a dark hallway past the

lobby.

A scratch of a shoe in the pavement gave someone away. I

pushed the Uzis forward into the darkness. The dark hall lit with

the strobe lights of the explosions shooting out the barrels of

my weapons. I stepped through a pool of blood with no regard.
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The end of the hallway emptied into a large ballroom.

Only one light acted as a beacon in the big dark room. The

wooden floor creaked as I walked toward it. On a long table by a

large, arched bay window rested a green composite bolt-action

rifle. The glass in front of the table had a square cut in it. A

standing lamp cast a low yellow light on the table. This had to be

what shot her. I looked out the window that had a perfect view

of our shack. My rage met a new level of intensity. My palms

were hurting as I gripped the guns. My trigger fingers twitched.

I heard voices from the hall. I raised my guns as footsteps

came through the door. Judging by the steps I guessed there

were six or seven of them. The poor light from the lamp behind

me barely gave me enough to see that the men had lined up

facing me. They were about three to four feet apart from each

other. Their clothes were too dark to see what they wore. I had

no choice but to assume they carried weapons that were about

to tear me to shreds.

I heard a snap behind me. One of the men in front of me fell

to the floor. Another snap and another thud on the wooden

floor. Then something crashed through the windows behind

me. That’s when the room erupted into chaos. As shards of

glass fell behindme, themen in front of me pulled their triggers.

I yanked back on mine with a scream. The Uzis in my hands

battered back on my wrists. They were almost uncontrollable

as I swept them across the room at anything that fired at me.

Whoever blasted through behind me helped me shoot the men

down. My emotional shooting was probably too ineffective to

make a difference in the firefight. The few seconds of shooting

felt like an hour.

“There goes one!” someone shouted in a Scotch accent from

behind me.
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I dropped the empty Uzis to run after the shadow that ran to

the hall. A growl escaped my throat when I pulled the pistol

from my waist. As his shadow bounced back and forth in the

light of the lobby I wildly pulled my trigger. When the pistol

emptied he turned around. With a roar he ran at me. I charged

through the darkness at him.

We crashed into each other with a force that rattled me.

His shoulder rammed square into my chest. I tried to gasp

but couldn’t. My hand grabbed onto the man’s shirt as I fell

backwards. He fell on top of me knocking the breath out of me

more. Panicking, I clawed at his shirt. Finally I sucked in some

precious oxygen. Just that little bit of air helped me remember

the pistol in my hand. I smashed the hard grip into the back

of his head, then lifted it to hammer down on his skull over

and over. I don’t know how long he lay limp on top of me. It

wasn’t until I couldn’t smash the gun into his head anymore that

I realized he died. Blood dripped from his head onto my chest.

When I pulled him off of me that I felt it. My hand brushed

against his back, scraping against scales. A new strength surged

through me. When I got up I dragged the dead man’s body by

his hair to the light of the lobby. I found an intricate pattern of

scales. They reflected the floodlights in a red hue.

I fell to my knees with a roar.

A hand grabbedmy shoulder. The soft voice of an Irish woman

broke the silence. “Come on boyo, let’s go find your woman.”

***

My fingers were running through Althea’s hair when the sun

came up.

The town rested in silence. No police had rushed into the town
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to investigate what had happened at the hotel. Hundreds of

noisy shots had rang out into the night. I walked out of the

hotel expecting flashing blue and red lights. No one was there

to handcuff me.

All my energy went to getting back to my wife’s body. When I

found her, I cradled her head in my lap, sobbing until I became

numb. I felt the pounding ofmyheart inmyhead. All our dreams

had evaporated. I would have nothing of Althea going forward.

We never dared take pictures. Only the fake passport still hidden

around my neck would be the only image of her I had. But I’d

have to dump that too. I’d have to run again. If someone stopped

and searched me I didn't know how I could explain holding the

passport of a dead Greek woman.

I still didn’t know who the two people were that saved me.

They sat in the sand behind me the whole night. When the

sun began to rise I only stole one glance at them. A redheaded

man with a bright red beard that dangled over his chest looked

back at me. His mustache and patch of beard under his mouth

were bright blond. The other was a woman with black hair tied

tightly into a bun. They both wore gray jumpsuits under their

equipment. They each had H&K UMP submachine guns resting

in their laps, hands still on the pistol grips. I figured they must

have been military at some point. Civilians don't usually rest

their fingers straight along their trigger guards.

A seagull screamed overhead as it flew toward the stench of

death in the hotel. The morning breeze stirred at Althea’s hair.

I watched the sun slowly creep over the sea. I brought Althea’s

hand up one more time to my lips. The last tear I could shed

rolled downmy cheek.

“The Candeons have become bold,” a man’s voice said from

behind.
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I jumped to my feet, leveling a refilled pistol at the newman

leaning againstmy rental shackwith theothers. TheScot and the

woman lifted their guns at me. The man had light skin. A straw

fedora topped his head. He also wore a light green guayabera

shirt, loose white pants, and no shoes. He smirked from behind

his perfectly trimmed blond beard.

“Who are you?” I asked, my throat dry.

“A friend,” He smiled. Then he frowned as he looked at Althea.

“I’m sorry we were too late to help.” He spoke in an English

accent.

“WHO are you?” I roared. I knew I had a round in the chamber

already. I cocked the hammer back to make the trigger pull

easier.

“Someone like you,” he said putting one hand in the air. Then

he put his other hand on the woman’s gun, pushing it down. The

Scot lowered his gun too. “My employer sent us as soon as he

heard the Candeons were after you. Like you and I, he has lost

everything to them.”

“What’s a Candeon?” I asked lowering the pistol.

“You should know, you spent months looking for one in

Greece.”

The world around me spun. I had to drop to a knee to steady

myself.

“You need help, friend.” He didn’t move to do anything.

“What’s a Candeon?” I whispered, thinking of the man with

the scales I had killed.

“They live in the sea. They take what they want,” theman said

staring along the blue horizon. “You can give them everything,

then they turn around and take more. We think it was her that

informed the Rambla Spanish you were here.”

“Who?” I croaked.
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“Zeta, of course.” I whipped my head to look at him. He

continued, “Who else knew youwere here? It was awell-guarded

secret. My employer’s contact told him as soon as they could.

Again, I’m sorry that I’m late.” He turned to the hotel, then he

looked atAlthea. “In fact, there are only a fewCandeonsweknow

that can make a shot like that. The Spanish certainly couldn’t.”

He stuck a finger in his mouth then held it high. “There’s too

much wind for most shooters. Zeta could still make that shot

though. In her defense she was probably aiming at you. Though,

when she ties up loose ends, she ties them all.”

“Why would she tell the Spanish?” I whimpered.

“She does whatever the Basileus tells her to do.” The man

laughed.

“What’s a Basileus?”

“Come on corporal Butler.” He got to his feet, followed by the

other two. “It’s time to stop hiding. Destiny is calling, seize the

day and that sort.”

I struggled to stand up. “I don’t care about destiny. I want

revenge,” I grumbled as I looked at Althea one last time.

Theman smiled with one side of hismouth when I looked back

at him. He held a phone out to me. I slowly pulled it from his

hand. I turned away from him when I pressed the phone to my

ear.

“James Butler?” asked an electronic voice, like the one you

hear from a TV witness to cover their voice.

“Who is this?”

“Someone that has lost everything, like you. Call me Beil-

stein.”

***
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Thehelicopter roared out into theMediterranean. The Scottish

and Englishman were singing through the headsets we all wore.

They belting voices were louder than the thumping rotors of the

helicopter. The woman smiled as she watched them thump their

chest as they sang, roaring louder and louder as they went.

Farewell and adieu unto you Spanish ladies

Farewell and adieu to you ladies of Spain

For we have received orders for to sail for old England

But we hope very soon we shall see you again

We'll rant and we'll roar like true British sailors

We'll rant and we'll roar across the salt seas

Until we strike soundings in the Channel of Old England

From Ushant to Scilly is thirty-five leagues

They went on and on singing the sea shanty. Each time they

got to the chorus they bellowed to each other, pounding on the

expensive leather seats we sat on. The Scottish man’s red beard

caught the spit flying from his mouth.

The yellow of the rising sun cast a yellow hue into the body of

the chopper through the windshields.

It only took about twenty minutes to get to our destination.

We circled a white yacht with a white churning trail of water

behind it. We slowed as he began lowering to the boat.

“The boat’s still moving!” I shouted to the Scottish man.

He smiled, then pointed to the pilot. “Good pilot,” he said

giving me the okay sign with his black-gloved fingers.

My heart pounded as I watched us slowly descend onto the

large deck at the aft of the ship. Only a slight bump let us know

we had landed. I took a deep breath as the rotors wound down.

When they were only gently inching in circles above us, the
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Scottishman slid the door open. The salty air filled the chopper’s

cabin and we began to sway back and forth. I followed my new

companions out onto the deck.

I needed to get some clearer explanations. The voice of

Beilstein was cryptic. He needed me to help him find his family.

He wouldn’t tell me muchmore than that. The man in the straw

fedora convinced me to follow them. It was that or wait for

someone to come and put me in handcuffs. He also promised

me that I’d get to kill Zeta.

“Alright lad,” the Scottish man roared at me. “The name’s

David Cameron!” He grabbed my hand to shake it.

“Like the Prime Minister?” I asked.

His face dropped his smile. He glared at me hard.

“Whoa, easy big fella!” the woman said, stepping between the

two of us. She spoke in an Irish accent. “Now he didn’t know.

We’ll let this one pass for now.” Then she turned to me. “We

don’t compare ourselves to any of the English. The only thing

we hate more than the English are Candeons.”

“But he’s…” I pointed at the man with the Fedora.

“Welsh!” he answered. “And I’m Aeron Jones. I’ll forgive you

yanks for never understanding the difference betweenmy accent

and the English.” Then he took on a southern drawl. “Ya’ll just

ain’t educated nuff.”

The woman rolled her light blue eyes. Freckles were spackled

over the tops of her cheeks over the bridge of her nose. “I’m

Autumn Byrne.”

“Where are we going?” I asked.

Aeron put an arm around my shoulder. “Beilstein is going

to call us tonight with the plan. His family is being hunted by

Candeons. Now that they’re on the move, they’ll be easier to

save. Come with me. I want to show you something.”
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He led me through a metal hatch into the boat. We stepped

into an armory with guns lining the walls. A rack kept a dozen

different types of rifles upright. Next to that rack a pegboard

held different types of handguns. The woman, along with David

Cameron, placed their weapons in one of the racks.

An Asian man in a gray jumpsuit and a topknot also placed a

rifle in the rack. He turned to me and bowed. “Goro Ozu.”

I didn’t knowwhat to do. Was I supposed to bow? Shakehands?

Both? Then he stood up he turned on his heels, and retreated

past another hatch further into the ship.

David walked passed us with a shout. “Franco! You should

have seen the American. He rushed into the Spanish spraying

fire out of two Uzis!”

“Sounds like bad placed shots to me,” the man David spoke

to said with a Hispanic accent. He wore jeans and a green wool

sweater. He hunched over a table that held a black bolt-action

rifle. His hands methodically worked on the black scope that

rested along the top of the rifle.

David reached over to grab something on the rifle. “You’re

taking too--”

The man called Franco shot his hand out and grabbed David

by the wrist. “If you ever touch my scope, I’ll kill you.”

David Cameron bellowed a laugh. Then he walked out the

hatch that Goro used.

“How can you have all this?” I asked Aeron looking at all the

weapons.

“We’re registered as private security for Beilstein. He, of

course, is never with us. If anyone asks, the boat’s captain poses

as him.”

“So he’s not here?”

“No,” he laughed. “We’ve never actually met him face to
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face.”

“Nope,” Franco agreed.

“You just trust some robot voice on the other side of a phone?”

“He’ll surprise you,mate. Anyway, this room is de-humidified

when we close the hatches. The weapons are kept under perfect

conditions. Here,” he handed me an M-4 carbine, “I thought

you might like this.

I held the black weapon in my hand. Instinctively I brought

the ejection port to my nose. My nose sucked in the smell of

oil. Then I wrapped my fingers around the pistol grip. My cheek

pressed against the thick plastic butt stock. Mybody felt at home.

I had spent hours melding my face into this kind of rifle trying

to make perfect shots. My teeth clenched thinking of putting

Zeta’s body in line with the barrel of this rifle.

Aeron then showed me to my new room. My small quarters

were already stocked with clothes that fit me. Two gray jump-

suits like what David and Autumn hadworn in Spain were tucked

away. The rest of the drawers had jeans and plain button down

shirts. I had new boots and running shoes under my rack. A

protective vest hung from the end of the rack.

Everyone was welcoming. I felt like I shouldn’t belong, but

they all went out of their way to embrace me, like I had just

joined some cult. At dinner they even held a moment of silence

for Althea. Each one assuredme that they knewwhat I was going

through.

Finally, the satellite phone rang. Aeron scooped it up. He

pulled a wire from his pocket to plug the phone into a small

speaker on the table.

“You’re on with everyone now, sir.” Aeron said.

“Good evening lady and gentlemen.” The same robotic voice

came on the phone. “A special greetings to our newest team
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member, Jim Butler. Aeron, please inform the skipper that he

needs to make his way to San Diego.”

“Yes sir,” Aeron said.

“Your summer on the French Riviera is over. San Diego will

be a reconnaissance mission. Hopefully it will evolve to an

extraction. I’m sending intel on the subjects right now.” A hum

came from a printer behind us as photo paper began feeding

into the tray. The picture of a girl with dark hair, brown eyes,

tan skin, and a camera around her neck came out first. Next

came a picture of a darkman with short hair and dangerous eyes.

“Gentleman, our target is accompanied by Dagger himself.”

“Ach-y-fi,” the Welshman muttered in his native language.

The Scottish man let out a rumbling chuckle.

“I owe him one,” Franco muttered.

“I owe him three,” David growled.

The printer hummed again.

“I have something for you Mr. Butler.”

Slowly a picture of Althea and I sitting on the beach at our

hut fell into the tray. She had Jesús’ guitar in her lap. Her

tongue stuck out of the side of her mouth as she struggled with

a chord. My throat clenched around my vocal chords, letting out

a whimper. Butterflies rippled around my stomach. I could feel

the sting of tears gathering at the corners of my eyes. Autumn,

who had remained silent as she braided her hair, put a hand on

my shoulder.

“My contact in the inner Candeon circles stole this from…”

Beilstein cleared his throat, “Zeta.”

I ground my teeth when I heard her name. Aeron spat on the

floor.

“I’ll reach out to you soon with more instructions,” Beilstein

said. “Autumn?”
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“Yes, sir?”

“I expect you to train Mr. Butler’s emotions?”

“Roger,” she acknowledged.

The line cut. Aeron turned to the rest of us with a smile. “So,

Dagger?”

“So, San Diego?” David asked.

“You know what that means?” Franco asked with a smile.

“Panama,” Goro whispered with a smile.
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SanDiego

“Good,” Autumn’s monotone voice broke the silence. “Think of

Althea slipping through your hand.”

I sat at a table with the picture Beilstein had sent to me.

Autumn sat across fromme at the galley table with what looked

like an ancient camera. Her smaller screen displayed my body

heat. The outline of my body was mostly black except for the

blue part where my heart worked. No matter what, I had to keep

it that color.

“Now,” she said calmly. “Think of Zeta laying at the table in

the ballroom seven hundred meters away.”

I took a slow deep breath.

“She looks through her scope. Althea’s chest has two lines

intersecting over it.”

I took another deep breath. As I exhaled it stuttered.

“Zeta’s finger is slowly squeezing the trigger.”

I watched the laptop telling myself to control my emotions.

Autumn whispered, “bang.”

The image of my body erupted in bright red and yellow.

“Damn it!” Aeron slammed the wall.

“Hey! He’s doing much better. In a month he’s gotten to
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where it took the rest of us years to accomplish. Don’t you have

chores to do?”

“I’ll do them now, in a minute,” Aeron shot back in his Welsh

way of avoiding giving an answer.

David, the fiery haired Scot, burst through the kitchen hatch.

“Well?” he asked.

Autumn calmly shook her head.

“Damn it!” he roared as he walked back outside. When the

hatch opened themusic from the SeaWorld dolphin showblasted

in. Beilstein thought the SeaWorld marina would be the perfect

base to watch the Candeons. The large crowds would mask us.

Plus, who’d think that one of the ships in the docks next to

Shamu had an armory?

I understood why they were mad. We’d been in San Diego for

months. Every day someone had to watch the Candeons, some

girl named Haelo. Just a normal senior in high school. Except

for the hours she spent in the ocean without coming up for air.

It would have been impossible for us to follow her there. She

always came home though. One of us was always nearby waiting

and watching. Beilstein’s orders were strictly to watch and send

him photos. I was still a liability to the mission and couldn't

help. I couldn’t control my emotions enough for Aeron to put

me in the field.

Autumn had been training me in the Celtic art of masking

oneself from the Candeons. Not entirely I mean. The Candeons

can sense a human presence no matter what. They can even

sense emotions. If I saw them in my anger it might be an early

warning to them. To blend in around themwehad towalk around

just like anyone else. The Celtic clans that knew the Candeons

all learned to mask themselves as children.

Only a few groups of people knew of the Candeons. Those that
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did were friendly to them. All except the Celts. Some of the

Scots, Irish, and Welsh had special reason to hate the Candeons.

David burst back through the hatch to remindme, his Scottish

brogue wilder than I had ever heard it. “Hundreds of years the

Candeons helped the English subjugate us. So... they were sick

of us wild Celts causing problems. It’s what we do. We drink,

we fight! As soon as the sea devils sided with the English to

give them free reign over the seas they had us. Generations

suffered under the hand of the English and their Sea-monster

allies! Dammit man!” He stormed back out of the kitchen.

“Let’s try again,” Autumn said. “Now this time look at me.”

She unplugged the cord that connected her thermal camera and

the computer. She handed me the camera. “Like this. Aeron,

you need to leave.”

“I’ve got run a few inspections on my chopper, then I’m going

to go watch the seal show.” He huffed away.

I watched her form in the camera. All black except for her blue

heart.

“Everyone was sick of fighting. Even my father who was

present for the beginning of the Good Friday Agreements. He

was themost vocal voice against the compromises. ‘We’re giving

away our souls’ he kept shouting at everyone. The IRA, the

English, and the Candeons had grown weary of him. First they

had him removed from the peace talks. But that wasn’t enough.

“Onemorninghe tookmeout on the sea. Ourhomewas almost

right on the water. He liked to row out a spell then stare at

the emerald coast that our family had lived on for centuries.

That morning was the first time he had ever taken me with him.

‘Come girl, time to show you your place on this land.’ We Black

Irish are a sentimental bunch. But those of us that know the

Candeons can control it. That was the day he let down his guard.
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When we reached his spot I saw a tear fall down his face as he

looked out at the green hills. Just moments after, hands reached

out of the sea on each side of the boat. Two men wearing only

black pants pulled themselves aboard. My father had nothing,

but charged forward bellowing at them. One gunshot was all

that it took. My father slumped forward onto the stern of the

boat. One of the murderers bent over to make sure his pulse had

stopped. Just like the rest, a pattern of scales was on his back.

The other leveled a pistol at me. One whispered something and

they both dove back into the sea.

“I had to spend hours staring at the body of my father. A

fishing boat found me late in the afternoon.”

Autumn looked at me. The image of her body on the thermal

camera was still black.

“The second my father released his control over his emotions,

they had him. Nowwe’ll try again.” She reached across the table

for the camera. “Look in my eyes.”

I looked into her light blue eyes. After I took a deep breathe I

nodded.

She started where we left off. “When Zeta realizes that she

shot Althea she calmly moves the scope over to you. The first

shot only played with you. Your training is too advanced for an

easy kill. She wants you emotional. Killing Althea is nothing

more than a tactic to her.”

My chest slowly inhaled. I kept my gaze on Autumn’s eyes.

“The hit on Althea was center mass correct?”

I inhaled again. “Yes,” I whispered.

“Tell me again what happened that night.”

“My wife and I returned from Barcelona…”

***
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I thought I had everything under control. Aeron had purchased

a heart rate monitor for me. He made me ride the roller coasters

at SeaWorld over and over until I could keepmyheart rate normal

on it. Eventually I could ride it without a single rise in my heart

rate. For a month I was able to rotate in on Haelo watch.

When she showed up, everything beganwelling up inmymind.

I took deep breaths as I dialed Autumn’s burner number. Even

with my deep breathing my lower lip trembled.

“Jim?” she sounded concerned. I hadn’t called her to calmme

down for some time.

“Autumn,” I took another deep breath, “She’s here.”

“Love, slowly explain what’s going on.”

“Haelo and Dagger went back to his house.”

“Has she shown signs of changing? Did he help her walk? Was

she sweating?”

“No,” I closed my eyes trying to focus.

“They just walked to his place.”

“Okay, so why did you call?”

“Zeta,” I whispered.

After a pause, Autumnmumbled something to someone else

on the team. “Love, does someone need to relieve you?”

“Maybe, I’m sorry, I thought I could do this.”

“Don’t start that now! Just breathe. I can be there soon.”

“I’m heading to the car right now. When I hang, you I need

you to reach into the glove compartment. The satellite phone in

there has a number labeled to the screen. You need to call him.

He’ll talk you through what to do until I get there.”

“Okay, hurry.”

“Right, love. Just breathe.”

When her phone clicked I held it as I took deep breaths

counting to ten. I slowly opened my eyes. I eased my hand
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to the glove compartment. I dialed the number. The phone rang

only once.

“Aeron?” the voice asked. It wasn’t robotic, but a clear human

voice this time.

“No sir,” I took a deep breath, “It’s Jim.”

“Did she--”

“No, Haelo hasn’t changed. There is another problem.”

“Zeta and a very large man have just entered Dagger’s house.

Haelo is with them.”

“And you?”

“Autumn is on the way to relieve me. I’m--”

“BE STRONG DAMMIT! …”

I looked at the monitor on my wrist. My pulse increased.

“Jim! I’m sorry! You’ll do just fine. In fact this will be great

for you. Telling you not to think of someone will never work. So

I want you to think about Althea. Think about what made her

special. Think about what you loved about her. Fill your mind

with her. You are a trained warrior that could kill anyone on the

planet. Althea’s love changed you for the better. She calmed

all the bad dreams, the memories of war, and the blood. She’s

going to keep you calm.”

“Okay,” I whimpered.

“Jim, you know why everyone else hates them. David lost

his brothers to them. Aeron lost his whole family. They killed

Autumn's father. Goro watched them swim away from his

daughter in the tsunami, they turned Franco over to the drug

lords. Do you know why I hate them?”

“No sir,” I whispered.

“I’m like you.” He began to speak slowly. “They killed the

only woman that I could have ever loved. We were happy once. I

had an agreement with the Candeons. One morning I took one
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of my daughters to the beach to teach her to surf. As we made

our way to the edge of the shore a group of Candeons appeared.

“The Candeons that were supposed to protect us failed me.

They let my wife and daughter die. They kidnapped my other

children. I know exactly who killed my wife. I have seen him

since then. My heart has had to fight the same feelings swelling

in your veins right now. Your emotions will only betray you. If

you let them control you, Zeta will know. If she knows, she’ll

march out of that house and kill you. Althea can only stay alive in

your memories. She saved you once, let Althea save you again.”

I opened my eyes. The heart monitor at lowered to normal.

The door of Dagger’s house opened.

“Sir?”

“Yes, Jim?”

“Dagger is leaving alone. Haelo is in the house with Zeta and

the big guy.”

“You said Autumn is on her way?”

“Yes, sir.”

“I want you to follow Dagger. I’m calling Aeron to have the

team ready. I’ll have Autumn come out to keep watch on Haelo.”

I felt relieved. My emotions were easier to control around

Dagger. He meant nothing to me. “Yes, sir.”

Dagger’s Tahoe fired up. After he backed out I waited a few

seconds before I began following him in our sedan. There was

enough traffic that I couldmove around the lanes to covermyself.

The thousands of emotional people on the freeway helped mask

me. The anger, frustration, sadness that drove around him was

my camouflage.

My pulse shot up when we got to the airport. If he was on his

way somewhere, I didn’t have a plan from there. I thought about

tailing him to the ticket counter to figure out which flight he got
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on. He might have detected me.

I followed him to the parking lot along the airport. Instead of

going in, I pulled up along the side of the street. Myhand reached

for the phone to call Aeron when suddenly Dagger stopped. He

closed his eyes and tilted his head. I had seen Zeta do that

before. She could feel a truck speeding towards us filled with

ISIS fighters. My heart rate shot up, afraid Dagger had detected

me. Instead he ran back to his Tahoe. The car blasted out of the

parking lot. I slammed my sedan into drive to follow him back

the way we came.

Autumn looked at me with wide eyes in her rearviewmirror.

David sat next to her. Slowly, I opened the door to join them.

I watched my heart rate monitor to make sure I didn’t give us

away.

“Hi,” I said when I climbed in the backseat.

“What’s he on about? Why did he come back?” David asked.

When I finished telling them what happened, Autumn asked,

“Do you think he felt you?”

“He’d be dead if Dagger felt him,” David answered for me.

“Look.”

We watched Dagger and Haelo carry duffel bags to the Tahoe.

Zeta then followed out. I took a deep breath and thought of

Althea.

“You okay?” Autumn gently asked.

“Yes,” I whispered.

“David,” Autumn said. “Call Aeron. Jim, you need to call

Beilstein.” She handed another sat-phone back to me.

I hit the numbers and waited.

“Yes?”

“It’s Jim again, I’m with Autumn and David. Dagger went to

the airport. I think he felt something, then returned for the girl.
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He, the girl, and Zeta are loading in his car right now.”

“Follow them. I have a call to make. Keep in contact with me

please.”

“Yes, sir,” I said to an already dead line. “We need to follow

them,” I told Autumn. David still spoke to Aeron.

She swung around in the driver’s seat. “Can you do this?”

After another deep breath I nodded. Autumn waited for them

to pass then accelerated to comfortably follow. Her eyes were

steady as she always kept them in sight. Dagger was good. There

were many times he made textbook turns to shake a tail, but

Autumn’s laser focus was too much. We were clearly headed to

Mexico.

I looked out the window to the cars around us. The car to my

right raised the hair on the back of my neck. “Guys, is that the

pretty-boy that was dating Haelo?”

BothAutumn andDavid turned. The boy that had been sucking

Haelo’s face for the past few weeks rocked back and forth in the

back seat. Two men were on either side of him. One of the men

shifted in his seat. When he did, the barrel of a rifle swung into

view. Autumn turned her head back to the road.

“Jim,” she said. “You should call Beilstein.”

I hit the number again.

“Jim?”

“Yes, sir. That King guy? He’s in a car following Dagger too.

He’s with armed men.”

I heard a growl on the other line. “Jim, you need to stop them.”

“And the girl?”

“I’ll find them some other way. They are worse Candeons,

don’t hesitate to kill them. They will try to kill you.”

My eyes went wide. “Yes, sir.” The line went dead. “Well, the

new priority is to stop that car from trailing Dagger.”
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“Damn,” David whispered.

“Beilstein says they're Candeons. We may have to kill them.”

David smiled. A chuckle escaped his lips. When he laughed,

the four Candeons shot their heads at us. Their eyes darted

around us.

“Jim, be a good lad and roll down your window,” David asked.

As soon as the window rolled down he reached across me with

a Taurus Judge. “Bastards!” he shouted. I ducked away when the

shot went off. He peppered the vehicle with the small shotgun

shells from his revolver. When his hammer clicked on an empty

chamber, Autumn slammed the car into theirs. Ahead of us

Dagger’s Tahoe shot off the freeway. Autumn’s driving blocked

the worse Candeons from exiting with him.

“Here Jimbo,” David said handing back his submachine gun.

He reloaded his revolver with more shotgun shells. I leaned up

with the gun and hammered back on the trigger. The shots were

wild, smashing holes into the side of their car. Kingston ducked

down in the lap of theman next to him. They sped up to the next

off-ramp and cut off Autumnwho followed themdown the ramp.

We fishtailed as we turned right, tailing them into the hills along

the border. They stopped at a dirt road. King jumped out and

ran away, but the three men got out waiting for us. Autumn

shot the car forward, then slammed the steering wheel to the

side. The car fishtailed again presenting our broadside. David

and I flipped the latch to our doors. The momentum of the car

catapulted the two of us out toward the Candeons. Their eyes

were huge as we sailed in the air toward them.

David roared “YES!” as we hit the ground running. I slammed

into the one closest to me. David clotheslined the other two. I

rolled to the ground with my guy. I looked over as Autumn slid

over the hood of the car. The man next to me punched my nose.
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As he brought his hand back I snatched his wrist. I swung a leg

around his arm and yanked it backwards. He screamed when his

elbow snapped backward. I pulled a small knife from around my

waist and with a single stab to the back of his neck he fell still.

Rolling to my feet I found Autumn standing over another

lifeless man. Her hands were shaking. Her pursed lips curled

on the sides. David stood with a loud chuckle. He thumped his

chest then roared again.

“We should get back,” I suggested, now afraid of the two of

them.

Our damaged car with huge scrapes down the side of it looked

out of place in the La Jolla neighborhood. We pulled up to the

car where the rest of our team waited. Their mouths fell open

when they saw our car.

“What happened to you?” Aeron shouted out the window.

“Your car’s all scrammed.”

“We had to kill a few Candeons!” David boasted.

“The girl?”

“Gone,” Autumn said.

Aeron’s eyes lit up. “Buggered, I am,”Hemuttered. He tugged

at his collar when he put his phone to his ear. “We...we lost her

sir,” Aeron said over the phone. “Really?” His hand brought the

phone down. Aeron turned to us. “Okay, no big deal?”

“What?” Franco asked. “But the girl.”

“Beilstein can still find her,” Aeron shrugged.

“How?” Goro asked.

“Some Hawaiian or something. We need to set sail and wait

for his orders.”

“Who’s that?” I asked pointing to the blond kid next to Goro

in the back seat.

“This, is the newest member of our team. Sam Legend, this is
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the rest of the team, Autumn, David, and Jim.”

The new kid just grinned without looking at us. It didn’t take

Candeon senses to see he was nervous. He took shallow breaths.

His eyes darted everywhere.

***

The second night on the voyage to Alaska I lay awake thinking.

There were too many questions keeping me awake. We’d

stumbled onto some sort of civil war. Beilstein had called the

Candeons we killed “worse Candeons.” Now there was a degree

to how bad they were? What was the difference?

Autumn rolled over, putting her hand onmy chest. She let out

a sigh. “We need to sleep,” she whispered. “Who knows what

else Beilstein will find for us to do.”

“Do you ever feel like he’s hiding something?” I asked her.

“You mean the guy that employs me that I’ve never met? The

guy that covers his speech with a robot voice? Do I think he’s

hiding something?” She poked me in the rib.

“Yeah, I guess that’s a dumb question. It’s just this Sam kid.

Why wouldn’t Beilstein have told us about him the whole time

we were in port?”

She rolled over more. Her leg, wrapped in her flannel pajama

pants, curled around my leg.

“Don’t over think Beilstein. He’s been good to us. The most

important thing is that he tells us where to find Candeons.” She

leaned up to look at me. With the light of the moon shining

through the porthole, her light blue eyes were mesmerizing.

“What’s more important than dead Candeons?”

Things like that drew me to her over our time in San Diego.

Her callous heart beckoned to me. I couldn’t stop mourning
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for Althea. Instead I filled her loss it with the same anger that

Autumn used to fill her own. David drank, evenwhen he thought

no one knew. Franco constantly fidgeted with his rifle. Goro

was probably the only one that was healthy. He spent hours in

deep meditation. Even though he meditated over every scenario

where he’d get to kill a Candeon. Aeron thought out strategy

and looked for women. Autumn and I sucked down the same

medication of anger. Neither of us defined what we had become.

We were both lost. Instead of feeling lost and lonely, we found

lost and together a little more satisfying.

“I just can’t shake this feeling about Beilstein,” I whispered.

“You heard his voice, he told you his story. Only Aeron has

ever really spoken to him.”

“I still don’t know if that’s good or bad.”

“Don’t make it something bad,” she warned. Her gaze

hardened.

“What do you think of Sam?” I asked.

She rolled her eyes as she put her head back on my chest.

“Weak,” she whispered. “I don’t have to be a Candeon to see

how scared he is.”

“We’re not exactly the kind of company he normally keeps.”

Autumn snickered. “No I guess not. Did you see his eyes in

the armory?”

“His eyes were bigger than dinner plates. I wonder how long

Beilstein kept him from us?”

“Stop,” she said slapping my chest. “Go to sleep, we’ll be in

Anchorage tomorrow. There’s going to be a ton of work to do.”

“Okay fine,” I whispered.

She kissed my chest then turned over facing the bulkhead. I

turned to wrapmy arm around her. I held her close watching the

moonlight shine on her black hair. Eventually my eyes closed.
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***

That morning we were only a couple of hours from Anchorage

when Aeron called us to the galley. The five of us sat at the table

where we looked at the Google Earth overlay of the Kodiak Coast

Guard Station. Aeron and Sam stood in front us. Autumn rested

her arm on my shoulder.

“According to Beilstein, Dagger has a high ranking contact

here. Beilstein’s source is sure they’re going to stop here.

Apparently there's perfect getaway jet there. Beilstein made

sure,” Aeron said with a smile.

Franco the Columbian smiled at that. “Just give me a good

perch, I can take him.”

“Great!” Aeron laughed. “That’s precisely what you’re going

to do. Break out the Winny Three Hundred. We have to take the

shot when he’s by his plane. That means we need a positive ID

as soon as possible. Taking him by his plane is easier to hide.

Anything else puts the base on lockdown and we move on to a

secondary objective.”

Franco smiled. “Maria de Los Andes will be ready.” Franco

named all his rifles after one of the appearances of the Virgin

Mary.

“What?” David bellowed. Sam just about jumped out of his

skin. “Why don’t I get to kill him?” David barked.

“You think on an American Coast Guard Station you will be

able to walk up to the leader of the Krypteia and nail him with a

few rounds to the chest?” Aeron asked.

“What?” David shrugged mumbled. “That’s what I was

hoping.”

“No, we need to take him down away from the rest of the base

so Sam can free the girl.” He held Haelo’s picture back up. “He’ll
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bring the girl to us where we’ll get the chopper back to a clearing

on Takli Island west of Kodiak Island. A boat will be there to get

us out. From there I’ll inform Beilstein and more instructions

will come.

“Autumn and Jim, Sam is going to get you into the air tower.

Autumn, you’re going to take over the controls. Keep traffic away

until you can get back to get us out of there.” Autumn Byrne

made the okay sign with her hand and clicked her tongue. “Jim,

you’re my eyes. Autumn will be busy running the control tower.

You need to tell me when you see the target and coordinate our

positions. When you find them, Franco and I will set up the best

kill spot. David and Goro, you’ll stay with the pilot and work the

equipment we brought. The big thermal camera will help Franco

track them. But, be very careful! The girl is--”

“Never to be harmed,” we groaned in unison.

“I only repeat myself because Beilstein does.” Aeron held his

hands up. “Now there is a plan B. If we can’t get Haelo away

from Dagger, then I fly them in that jet that Beilstein arranged

to be there. To avoid suspicion the bugger needs another pilot.

We have to get me on that jet. If there aren’t anymore questions

let’s hop to it. Remember, American accents from here on.”

We left David as he began practicing his accent, “Chic-ah-go,

da buhlls, …”

The plan went into motion smoother than I imagined. Usually

missions in the Corps didn’t even start without mishaps. Before

we got to Anchorage we dropped Sam off with a waiting water

taxi. He in uniform to report to his new “duty station” even

though his time there was only going to be a few hours. He had

to turn his back on the Coast Guard when he joined us at the old

man’s house.

The resources Beilstein could call upon were really short of
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amazing. Or, they’d be amazing if they didn’t quite feel so

criminal. A UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter waited for us on a

rocky beach. To say we made it to Anchorage isn’t quite honest

either. Beilstein had us meet our helicopter somewhere along

the peninsula south of Anchorage.

The pilots handed us our costumes. Autumn, Franco, Aeron,

and I received Coast Guard Jumpsuits. Goro, David, and one

of the pilots put on Mossy Oak camouflage to look like Moose

hunters. The pilot assured me that we’d be fine to say it was a

special hunt tag for moose. That seemed the best way to explain

why they had big caliber rifles.

***

“Man that is one ugly plane,” I told Autumn as we watched it

land. It looked like a boat with wings and tiny wheels.

“This could be him,” Aeron said over the radio pieces in our

ears.

We watched the plane taxi between hangars. Two figures got

out.

“Is that him?” David asked in the stupid Chicago accent he

used to try to hide his identity.

“You’re closer than we are,” I said.

“He walked behind the chopper,” Goro said.

David squirmed. “I really want to watch him die. He might

feel me watching him with anticipation.

“Everyone calm down,” Aeron said. “Autumn, Jim, they have

their backs to us. Can you get a positive ID on them?”

“The hoods are throwing us off,” I replied.

“We can’t make out their faces,” Autumn confirmed.

“I have an idea,” I said. “Stay here,” I told Autumn. I ran
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down the tower steps, out the door, and sprinted to the office

building. I had to sound as official as possible. I barged into the

Admiral’s office.

“Excuse me!” the admiral shouted.

The butter bars on my collar were nothing next to the star on

his. “Sir, I’m sorry to break so many protocols. My CO won’t

listen. I feel this storm is going to be much worse than--”

“Second lieutenant?”

“Smith, sir.”

“Smith? If you ever walk into this office--” A knock on the

door interrupted him. “You’re not worth my time. Come in!”

he shouted.

They walked in. My heart beat fast and sweat from running

across the base beaded onmy forehead. Dagger’s eyes lookedme

up and down. The girl only glanced at me briefly. David would

have killed to be in this position.

“Please excuse us, lieutenant.” Emphasizing my fake rank

insinuate that my ass was a main course for a reprimand.

Hopefully that would explain my sudden nervous emotion from

this Dagger guy. I spun on my heel and left the office. When I

walked back outside I slipped the earpiece back in.

“I’ve...got a positive ID on the subject,” I said pretending

that it took no great effort. “Haelo is on the base. Their hands

are empty. Should we assume a teenage girl isn’t going to fly

somewhere without luggage?”

“Nice,” Franco said. “We’re set up perfectly over their plane.”

I made it back to the tower by the time the couple came out of

the office building.

“Something's wrong,” Autumn said into her earpiece. “Look

at the way Dagger is walking.”

“He knows something,”
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“David?”

“I’m sorry, I thought about killing him.”

“Son of a --”

“Deep breaths team,” Aeron said. “No sudden moves just

yet.”

We watched the two disappear inside the plane.

“I can’t be sure who I’m going to shoot if they’re in there,”

Franco said.

“Goro, did you cut the tires while they were away?”

“Yep,”

“Then I’ll draw them out.”

We watched two duffel bags get thrown out onto the snow.

“He has a weapon,” Franco said.

Aeron must have used the same ear to call that held his

earpiece. We barely made out the sound of the ringing.

“Nice rifle you have there,” Aeron saidwhen the phone clicked.

I held my breath through a long pause. “Before you go and do

something stupid, know that I also have a rifle, and it’s aimed

at your forehead. And I’m a pretty good shot. You have a choice.

Let her go, or take a bullet to the skull. Either way, we’re taking

her with us.”

When the side door to the plane slid shut I rolled my eyes.

Even with how smooth things were going there always had to be

one thing that throws everything off. The windows of the plane

began sliding shut too.

“Dagger, Dagger, Dagger...What are you doing? I have heat

sensors you know. Do I need to turn them on? You can’t hide

from us.”

“Okay Davey, flip it on,” Aeron whispered over the radio.

“Roger,” David replied. He and Goro maneuvered the much

larger thermal camera into a position where it pointed at
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the plane. “Got em...wait.” David began to shout, “I don’t

understand sir. They were there. It’s like they just--”

“Don’t forget you’re cornered,” Aeron interrupted David.

“Where you gonna go, Dagger? We slit the tires of your plane.”

Aeron began shouting through the radio. “Call an ambulance!

Franco’s shot. Franco, look at me, man. Franco?”

“I’ll kill him!” David shouted. His Scottish accent returned.

“No!” Autumn said calmly. “It’s time to leave. Aeron?

Aeron?”

“Yeah,”

“Franco can take care of himself, you remember the fall back

plan?”

“I don’t know, my heart’s beating too fast.”

“Come on, you’re the one that walked right past five Kryptea

to put a bullet in their commander’s head. You remember that

right?”

“Okay, you’re right.”

“That’s a good man, now go get the suitcase from Sam. Sam?”

“Yes?” a timid voice asked on the radio.

“It’s up to you now. Get her away from Dagger. Ditch the

earpiece please.”

“Yeah, okay.”

“Franco, you still with me?”

“Yeah?” We could tell he spoke through clenched teeth.

“Where were you hit?

“The bastard shot off my ear!” he shouted. “ I’m bleeding

pretty bad.”

“Flowing or geysering?”

“Ah, flowing.”

“Then it’s not so bad love, someone will be along to arrest

you soon. They’ll take care of you. Davey, Goro, they're going
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to arrest you too. Plan B is going to get you out. Just stay calm.

Everyone ditch your earpieces.”

Autumn and I pulled them out. She turned tome glaring. “Call

Beilstein, tell him the secondary plan is in effect and Aeron is

en route to the plane.”

I pulled the sat-phone out. Before I could dial, it began to ring.

“Sir?” I asked.

“Jim, things didn’t go as planned did they?”

“No sir, she’s gone.”

“And plan B?”

“Autumn said it’s taken effect.”

“Good, I’m bringing the boat to you. We need to go pick up

Aeron.”

“You’re bringing the boat sir?”

“Who else is going to get the others out?”

***

A few days later we walked along the white sand. Coconut

palms danced in the warm breeze. Out in the water, waves were

breaking like thunder. The water flowed up the white sand with

foam, paused for a moment, then retreated. That’s when we

reunited with Aeron.

Autumn’s curled her arm around mine. She wore a black

and white polka-dot bikini. My olive green board shorts and

Hawaiian shirt kept the sun off. Franco wore short cutoffs and

a white button down shirt. The bandage around his head stuck

out. The skin where his ear used to be was still oozing pus, so he

didn’t worry about fashion. David’s big white chest covered in

red hair popped out of his white shirt with red flowers. His beard

protected most of his face, except his nose, which he covered in
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white sunblock. The five of us walked along the beach to Aeron.

Goro waited for the ship to arrive at the dock. There wasn’t

enough time to sail to Hawaii so Beilstein flew us from Anchor-

age.

Aeron lay on a big towel. In true euro fashion, wearing only

a black Speedo. He propped his head on his hand. A fair red-

headed woman in a white and red string bikini sunbathed next

to him. He traced the curves of her body with his finger.

When I cleared my throat his head slowly turned toward us as

if trying to gulp down the image of the beauty next to him.

“Hey boys!” he shouted when he saw us. “And Autumn. You

won’t believe howmuch flying I’ve had to do! Alaska to Athens,

then I had to pick them back up in the middle of the ocean, then

from Italy to here. Man I’ve got a tough life.”

“How’s the surf Aeron?” Beilstein asked from behind us.

Aeron jumped to his feet showering sand all over the woman

next to him.

“Sir?”

Beilstein pushed passed us.
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Special thanks to T.M. Holladay for letting my imagination run

wild.
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